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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

~~

FOUNDATION

Benjamin Nathan Cardozo was born in New York City on May 24,
1870.

He attended and was graduated from Columbia University with

an A.B. degree in 1889, an A.M. degree in 1890, and in 1915, he

received an LL.D. degree,

cauaa.

~onoris

The latter degree was

the first of fourteen honorary degrees to be conferred upon Cardozo.

Other universities and oolleges conferring the LL.D. degree,

honoris causa, were:

Yale, New York University, University of Mich-

igan, Harvard, St. John's College, st. Lawrence, Williams, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Brown, University of Chicago, and finally the

University of London in 1936. In 1935, Cardozo received an L.H.D.
degree from Yeshiva. 1 Cardozo, conSistently sketohed by his biographers as humble, under this barrage of academic honors, commented tersely upon the award of the doctorate by the University of
London: "~~ London degree did give me a bit of a thrill_HZ

80

much for Cardozo's academic training and hanoI's.
The life and \<lork of Benjamin CardOZO as an appellate court

!who !..M Who !n America (Chicago, 1943), I, 191.

2Geor~e S. Hellman, !1.ePrjamit; H. Cardozo, Amerigan Judge (New
York, 1940), p. 290.
1

2

judge was aa productive as it was long.

Elected to the Supreme

Court of New York in 1914, he was designated, instead, to serve on
the New York Court of Appeal.s to fill a vacancy on that court.

Be

served on the Court of Appeals until 1932. the last six years in
the capacity of Chief Judge.

On February 15. 1932, Cardozo was el-

evated to the position ot associate justice of the Supreme Court of
the United states, where he served until retirement in 1937. 3
The writing of Mr. Justice Cardozo falls into three separate
classes.

There are the judicial opinions he wrote:

more than 500

opiniOns while he served on the New York Court of Appeals, and 154
opiniOns while he served on the Supreme Court of the United states~
Next there are his extra-judicial writings that were philosophical
in

nature:

91. the Law

The Nature 9! the Judicial Prop6sa (1921);
(1924); The Paradoxes

91. LeW Saience

~

Growth

(1928); and an

esaq entitled "Jurisprudence" which was originally an address
given before the New York state Bar Association on the eve of his
apPointment to the Supreme Court, January 22, 1932.5 Fina117,
there are many addresses and lecture. given by Cardozo together
with law review articles that comprise a smaller legacy to legal
li terature.

They are lesa important for the consideration ot his

'who :!Y. !la.2. in Amer10§.

p. 191.

4The opiniOns ot Cardozo, as Judge and Ohief JUdge of the New
York Cour-t of tfmeala, are to be found in 210 to 258 N. Y. J and as
Justice of the Dnited states Supreme Court in 285 to '02 U. S.
5.wA.2. ~ Who ~ America, p. 191.

,
concept of judicial process.

There are. however. flashes of his

thought on this question of judicial process even

in

these writings.

Indeed, Oardozo's preoccupation was with his work as an appellate
judge J but it would be unfair to attempt an analysis of his philosophical thought from these less technical writings.

11ke all his

wri ting, they have a grace of diction tha.t sets them apart
field of legal literature.
into a volume,

~

and

in

the

The finest of these works are collected

Llterat~

(1931).

Mr. Justice Oardozo died on July 9. 1938, in the home of hiB

dear friend, Judge Irving Lehman, who had served with him on the
bench of the New York Oourt of Appeals.
A review of the literature dealing

work reveals no lack ot material..

~tith

Oardozo's life and

But this is to be expected when

the subject was a. judge of the New York Oourt of Appeals and the
United states Supreme Oourt.

Besides his decisions, the extra-

judicial writings and the lectures that were published gave amp1e
material for criticism to both jurists and philosophers.
prevailing tone of the criticism 113 franklJ laudatory_

Yet the
These

wri tinge about Oe.rdozo may be separated into the following periods:
criticisms prior to his appointment to the Supreme Court of the
United States; criticisms during his

te~

on that same court from

1932 to 1938; eulogies and tributes on the occasion of his death;
and. those other books and articles which have appeared after his
death in 1938.

The most penetrating of these works were published

after his death

in

19,8.

4
When Cardozo began his lectures and \iritings on the nature of
the judicial process, there were some basio misoonoeptions prevalent among the jurists and philosophers of his time as to the scope
and function of the judicial task.

Thar'2 were those who saw the

dichotomy between legislative and judicial funotion as oomplete.
For them the judgets role was to determine whether the oase fell
under a given statute and, this determined, his task was complete.
Or

in

the absenoe of a. controlling statute the judge had merely to

determine whether the instant case fell under a prior deoision on
the same pOint. This oonception ot judioial prooess gives plenary
power to the legislature, and ignores the right and duty of the
judge to see the reasons behind the rule, and to use the la.w as a
means of sooial improvement.

Law thus limited becomes a self-

oontained power blind to the needs that oonfront it.

At the other

extreme there were those who saw the law as what the oourts had
sa.id and done.

For these, the reality of law was

in

the pronounce-

ments by the courts, and until pronounoed by the oourts enaotments
of the legislature did not obtain to the dignity of law.
judicial legislation ..1ith a vengeance.

This was

Cardozo, however, saw the

judge' s function as analogous to the legisl.ator's t and to determine
wherein were the similarities and the differences he turned to
philosophy to give him a knowledge of the first prinoiples of the
judicial process at appellate

~evel.

To what extent he was suc-

cessful maf be determined at the end of this thesis when Cardozo's
oonoept of the judicial process has been evaluated.

5
It might be well here to ta.ke a. brif:f look nt some of the

I>ortance these
dence.

~.,c rks

Of Cardozots

he.v'? been c:ssiL,"!lcd in conten'.porary jurispru~hilosorhical

of Seton Hall La.w School,

he,s

writines, Miriam Rooney, Dean

this to say:

Their influence and nignifica.:nce hast how"ever, attained a
proportion considerably greater than their modest manner of
presentation would seem at first gloooe to ir"dicate. The
fact that their author heJ.d important offices in two leading
courts for a.1:'.9rox1mately a quarter of a century wouJ.d ot
course recommend them as keys to the meaning and interpretation of court deciSions rendered during the judicial service
of their author. Apart from their official connections with
American decisions, however, they have a value all their own
as a theory of American jurisprudence which writers, teachers,
and judges have quoted again and again in recent years, in
class, in law review articles, and in books and J.ectures, on
account of the philosophical guidance on the judicial process
which they supply as well as fgr the appealing diffidence
wi th "rhich they are presented.
Dean Rooney's article is along Thomistic lines.

It is a thorough

treatment, and no further work seems necessary in that line.

In

1939, Dean Acheson wrote an article for the Mich;6&g Law Review
covering Ca.rdozo's decisions that affeoted problema of government.
Moses Aronson, editor of the JourA§! of Social

Philoso~,

wrote

an article appra.ising Cardozo t s \>lOrk ;;:.s a sociological jurisprudent
and philosopher.

In May, 1930, Bernard Shientag "'Tote for the Q.Q.-

lumbia Law

a very complete trsaiQcnt of Cardozo's decisions

Rey~ew

rendered on the

ne,i

York Court of Appco.l.s.

And in January, 1939,

Columbia, Yale and Harvard dedicated jointly

"~he

iSiJue

of their

6!'l1riam. T. Rooney, "J.'Ir. Justice Cardozo f s Relativism," l!!.!!
SchoJ.a.atioism, XIX, (January 1945), 34-35.

law reviews carrying articles on many different phases ot Cardozo's
life and work.

Edwin Patterson, in an article written after Car-

dozo's dea.th, has furnished a very thorough and a.ccurate analysis
of Cardozo's phi.1osopby.

In 1939 Patterson writes in this vein:

"Benjamin Nathan Cardozo's contribution to the juristio oulture is
not confined to doctrinal illumlnations and improven:e nts which are
to be found in his judicial opinions.
also a philosopher of law.

He was a great judge; he was

How great a philosopher ot law is a

question that is, perhaps, premature to ask or to attempt to
answer." 7 Walton H. Hamilton, in an extremely well done article
the juristic "craft" of Cardozo, observes:

OIl

"We cannot, however,

assign to Cardozo his exact place in the great tradition.

The en-

tries are too fresh for time to give its perspeotive. u8 Dr. Rooney's article followed most of the previous writing on Cardozo,
but did not deal \d th those writings.

Most of the other writing

on Cardozo's contribution to legal philosophy came shortly after
his death in 1938, and faced the difficulty that must be surmounted
in attempting an evaluation of Cardozo's contribution to legal
philosophy

80

shortly tI.fter his death.

It wou.1d seem that at this

time more than twenty years after Cardozo's death, some evaluation
of hia contribution to nnd influence upon legal philosophy,

7Edwin

Vf.

PG.ttcr;Jon, "Cardozo'o Philosophy of L2;~lI/'ttt TJ.niveraitl

Q! PennsylVania Lgw ReView, LXXXVIII (November 1939), 71.

Bwalton H. Hamilton, "Cardozo the Craftsman," Univers1t,x !l1
Chicago Law gevie~f VI (December 1938), 21.

7

garnered both

~rom

his writingS and the criticisms of his writings,

might not be out of place.

This evaluation will be deferred untU

the content of Cardozo's ,friting on the judicial process has been

set out in detail.
It must remain conjecture whether Cardozo could have foreseen

the misunderstanding that w01ud arise between legislature and appellate courts, or, indeed, among the several appellate courts of
our country today.

Certainly this problem, although not in 1 ts

present intensity. was no stranger to his day.

As early as 1921,

in an eloquent plea for a ministry of justice designed to coordinate the work of the legislative and judicial

could write:

isolation.

br~~ches,

Cardo.o

"Legislature a...">1d courts move on in proud and silent
Some agency must be found to mediate between them. n9

Though this plan for a

mL~istr,y

of justice was used in New York

with some success, Cardozo's moat

ef~ective

work was to be his

writing on the nature of the judicial process.
work for which he was

80

For this was the

well suited--wedding the philosophical

outlook to a mind conditioned by serious reflection upon the law.
Both his undergraduate and graduate study had included philosopb1.
and his writings reveal a familiarity with the works of

GJny,

Xan-

II

torw1tz, Salei11e8, Ehrlich, Duguit, Brutt, Jhering, stemmler,
Charmont. Vinogradoff, TourtouJ.on, James, Dewey, Windelband. Peirce
9Ma,rgaret E. Hall, ad •• Selected Writ~ .2l P.,enjFi NatbM
Cardozo (New York, 1947), p. '57. Selecteq. Writith1s .9:BinjamJa
Nathan Cardozo will be referred to hereafter as Seleoted Wr1t1el!_

8
and Santayana.

His life was devoted to study and research in

philosophy as well as law.
There seems little questions that legal scholars as well as

philosophioa.l scholars considered Cardozo to be a. philosopher of
law.

In his first Vir1 ting on the judicial proce'ss in 1921. Cardozo

comments:

"I have little hope that I shall be able to state the

formula which will rationalize this process for myself, much less

for others. • • •
do the work e.right.

A richer scholarship than mine is requisite to
But until that schole.rship is found and en-

lists itself' in the task, there ney be a. passing interest in an at-

tempt to uncover the na.ture ot the process

by one

~Tho

is himself an

active agent, day by day, in keeping the process alive ... 10

In a

series ot lectures given at Yale UniV9rsity in 1924, that are a
supplement to those given in 1921, Cardozo Bpeaks 'fith more confidence:

"I have made myself' today the self-appointed spokesman

and defender of the philosopher in the field of law.

I am not con-

cerned to vindicate philosophy, either in jurisprudence or outside
of' it, as an inquiry ot cultural value or speculative interest.
Pretensions thus lim1ted r 't1Ould perhaps be feebly contested, or
even grudgingly allowed.

lily

concern is \vith the rela.tion of

l~enja.m1n Na.than Cardozo, ~he Nature !2.! the Judicial. Process
(New Haven, 1921), p. 13. Th~ !TS!tur,e g! .:E.llil Jud;ic:1Ja:l, Prgceel wiiI
be reterred to hereafter as HatH£!_
\

9

ph11osopby to life_ n11 Not without some humor he states his case
in the address to the New York Bar Association in 1932:

The lawyers, I say, have been talking philosophy or what they
thoty;ht viaS 1)hi1oso1~hy; but then on 'the other hand the philosophers have been talking law or what they thought was law,
and some of them cel'tainly have lear'ned more about law than
the lawyers or the judges have learned about philosophy. So
we have the heartening speotacle of lectures by John Dewey on
the place of logic and of ethics in legal scienoe, and lectur~
by Morris R. Cohen on the meaning of law and the function of
the judge, and essays and addresses by others too many to be
catalogued--by psychologists on the law of eVjdence, by moralists on the theory of the state--till indeed it seems at ttmes
that the lawyers and the judges ar!2playtng a minor role and
may soon be elbowed off the stage.
Thus, Cardozo from the modest

appr~iaal

of his ability at the out-

set of his writing in 1921, progressed to a point of advooating for
the members of his profession an approach ·to the problems dealt
with in the philOSOphy of law.

That he should t on the eve of his

appointment to the country' s highest judioial office, in the ad,.;.
dress to the New YorIt

BUT

ASsociation, reaffirm his stand on the

importanoe to be attached to precedent in judioial deoision--to the
role played in judicial decision by the doctrule of stare decisis-is eloquent testimony to the value he placed upon philosophioal
oonoerns.

It seems oertain, then, that while he did not oonsider

himself a formal, professional philosopher, he franklY aVQwed an
interest in and strivlllg for solutiol1S to the perennial problems ot
lInenjamln nathan Cardozo, The Ql'Ow-ta 2~ ~ Law (New HaTen,
Th~ Grow~h £! tlie Law will be re?erred to hereafter as Growth.

1924), pp. 22-2'_

l2Benjamin Nathan Cardozo, "Address,·' n. Y. state Bar Assoc •
.R!P.i., LV (January 19'2), 265. This will be referl"'ed-tO"'"as Address,.

10

his own work and the work of his profession tlrrough a better understanding of the nature or essence of the judicial process.
philosophy he says:

Of

"Here you will find the key for the unlocking

of bolts and oombinations that shal1 never be pried open by clumsier or grosser toolse· l '
He would understand Cardozo imperfectly who would look for his
concept of the judicial process in a tightly-1mi t. systematized exposition of thought.

Rather, the statement of this ooncept will be

found scattered through all his philosophical writings, in more
than an occasional burst of prose, verging at times on the poetical
This cultivation of expreSSion will prove, at tLlles, as hel.ptul 111
interpreting his thou.ght as it can be harm.ful.
Edwin Patterson remarks:

In this regard

"A critical. analysis of Cardozots philo-

sophical thought is el.uded at the outset by his exquisite style.
It is so much easier to quote from Oardozo than to give one t s own.
clumsy paraphrase. that one is tempted to summarize h18 ideas by a
selection of quotations.,,14

At the risk of some le~ this thesis

will attempt a treatment of Cardozo by a combination of both quotations and the "clumsy paraphrase."

In addition to the problems caused

by the absence of strict

system, and by a style whiCh might distract, there is also the
probl.em ot Cardozo's drawing upon so many and such varied sources
l'Growtb, 23.
l4patteraon, "Cardozo·s Philosophy of Law," 72.

11
for the expression r..nd formulation of his

tho

~wrkn-de,y

world of !lL,'?llat& process.

in a l:::tter chaI)ter

(~.eaJ.ing

A study ot h18

tho\.\f~ht..

ThllB.

will be seen

f'..6

;.dth Ca.l'doZQ· a not1(,n of the ll.at'Ura.l law.

one 1:J.u:::;t be cautiou.e in attr.ibutlll€ to C.'-'J:'do?;o tht} tl:'Cl'€: t of some

solution

I1e in clem"'ly eclectic.

$ome IJl'oblem.

~;o

On interpret1x:l&

tho1.l£ht, th.sA, <m(, vlill do well not to I'Oly u.pon hie quotntione unleas he clearly
J.~()thoJ

T:he

<1..Pl;l"OveS 01" paraphruoOliJ

tham. ,,15

of t.b.1u theuio will be to

arw..ly'z~

Co.rL.czo'a

wri-Mft~

of a. l)uilo:;uphloal :uature, w..a. this, 1.:.. their chrc;llolog1cal order.

terms ot pldloaophy pI'lor to J.921, v;llen he W'l"ote T.llS!,
J:'!l~J..cial ~9~.

which

he!.l;)'~

dally

ont:;r.t£~ed

that the philosophioal

J:!!it1m! .Q1..

!Il. if!!

But i-t rera.ained to artioulate the proooa.s in
in order to a.ttempt a desoriptio11

what the judicial. prooeeo is.

_'J'~~

~.flt.Y..nt

~NritiIlgs

~ !llld~qAgJ.

(1924); ZhQ f.~~(.p!;es.

I'tls:~f

9.!

ot

more ttlSn paaa1rlg interest

ap:leared at quite regular inte:rva1a

ms.es!

(1921);

.uw. &irmtt.h 5Jl. .:w. .LmL

~ega;! 8c~.q.n,<?.9. (1928); and -the address to

the New York }Jar Association ill 1932.

E~.eh

of these reflects the

trui t of a. gradual. analysiS Cardozo made of .his ",urI< on the lIe"
York Court of Appeals.
..... I

U ....

T

t

"il<lLOII

15ills.- 74.

The burden of judicial

~fork

n.1.one during

12
the years between 1921 and 1928 would have kept moat judges on the
New York Oourt of Appeals fram writing on the philosophical questions ot judioial process,

But such wa.s the scholarship of Cardozo

in the intereets ot an enlightened judiciary.

And so it seems fail."-

est to deal with his thought as it evolved, and to attempt an ana.lysis ot the development ot his oentral theme ot the nature of the
judioial prooeas from a ChronologIcal

appro~ch.

Judioial opinions do not always aocurate1y reflect the writ-

erta philosopq ot law, though they mq give some indications in
that regard.

Of Oardozo's opinions Miriam Rooney hae said:

"EVen

more than Holmes he injects philosophioal serums into his legal
opinions.

And he prescribes even more 1nslstent17 thd HolJaes did

the study ot the phI1osopbJ of law tor the legal profession as well

as for purely speoulative thinkers.,,16 An op1n1on might, therefore
be philosophIcal in its approach, but no great significance should

be attaohed to this official utterance as an expression of the writ.er's philosopbJ'.

The opinion, i t it is the majority's, is the opin-

ion of each judge who joins in the majority deoision.
Patterson who puts it so welll

Again

it 1s

"These divinations mq be of great

importance tor leBal deVelopment, yet they are, due to the limita-

tions ot the judicial opinion, either implicit or at most frssmentarily explioit. • • •

Fortunate17, he has given in his books, ar-

tioles and addresses more eoherent and studied statements ot his
lOaoone;y. "Mr. Justice Cardozo' $ Re1atiTiam," 4.

13
1de&8.,,17 At 'U110rJ,. the per curiy opinion must be rejeoted as
a souroe for the expression of a manta philosophy since that opinion is adopted by every member of the oourt that heard the case.

But what of the dissent as a source of a man·s philosophical
thought, and this when it is solitary and not shared by any ot his

brothers of the bench? True. Oardozo has said on this so ore J

"!he

dissenter speaks to the future f and his voice is :pitoiled to a keY'

that will carr.y through the ,.ears. R1S But on the same subject he
adds:

"Oomparatively speaking at le88t, the dissenter is irrespon-

sible. • • •

He has laid aside the role of the hierophant, which

he will be only' too glad to':rEJtrume when the chance. at war make him
again the spokesman of the majority. • ••

fhe poor man lIRlSt be

forgi'Yel1 a freedom of expreSSion, tinged. at rare moment. with a
touch of bitterness whioh magnanimit7 as well as caution would reject tor one tr1umphant."19

Little wonder then that Oardozo during

his life was such a Vigorous spokesman for the majoritY'; and dllring
his eighteen years on the 5ew York Oourt 0'1 Appeals, whUe writing
over 500 opinions, wrote only fourteen dissenting op1n1ons. 20
Quite apart from

any'

further speculation on the importanoe of the

dissent as a sourse of onate philosophy, Cardozo's thought an the
17patteraon, "Oarda.ots Philosopny of Law," 71.

18a,~@cte~ ~1t~,
19~ ••

'53.

'54.

20nean G. A.cheson, "Mr. Justice Cardoso and Problema of Gov-

ernment," M19b1ggn
h

~

Rey.ew, XXXVII (February 1939), 529-5'0.

matter is qUite olear.
In a. certain sense it is true to say that the method of a the-

sis might be oontrolled b7 the type of exposition that has been
made of the subjeot under study.

Cardozo'a method wae to

~

what courts had done in the past, what he had done as a member of

those oourts, and what he thought should be done.
ginning

Rather thaD. be-

from any philosophical position of school and working out,

from that, a philosophy ot law, Oarda.o·s method was the reverse.

In a book dealing with historical perspective in the phllosoPbT of
laY, Oarl Friedrich observes,

a partioular general

"EYeZ'1 ph1losoph7 of law 1s part of

ph11oso~,

for

1" offere philosophica1 re-

fleotions upon the general foundation of law.

Suoh retleotioa oan

either be derived trom an existing philosophioal pOSition or ..,
lead to such a pOSition.

It is

oharaoter1s~io

of the phil080ph.T

of laY, and very natural too, that phJ.losophers have been inolined
toward the first approaoh, lawyers a.ncl jurists toward the secon4.'·21

Cardozots approaoh is clearly the second type

mentione~.

Some have written of Cardozo t • philosopbJ of law and his ooncept ot the judicial. process as being in part a descriptive

prOMSS.

And one has said that "he conacious17 ventures to formulate the

rules of legal methodology, renderin6 art ioulate the heuristio
principles by which the law is made to grow at the hands ot a

---15
judge.· 22 But Oardozo's philosophy has never been termed phenomenological in its approa.ch.

Some of the previous ana.l.yses of his

thought have touched on what 1s equivalent to a phenomenological
approaoh, but none have elaborated the point.

Indeed, phenomenol-

ogy, a oomparativelY recent dgyelopment in the field of philosopbJ,
has not often been applied to the philosophy of law. 2, Time does
not permit, nor does this theais require, a 1engtlq' disquisition on
phenomenology or the phenomenologioal method.

It must be enough

here to say that phenomenology has been defined as a "d.,qripti"

philosophical method, which, since the conoluding years of the last
centur,y, has establ.ished (1) an .! pri0n. psychologioal d1ec1pline,
• • • and (2) a universal philosophy', which can supply

a:D

organum.

for the methodological revision of all soiences.· 24 One is not
accustomed to refleot upon the act of exper1ence, but rather upon
part1cular matters, values or opinions.

It is the object ot

phenomenology to catch the "aot of experience" of these partioulars
and reflect upon it. From this refleotion upon an exper1erJCe wul

2~oses J. Aronson, ·Cardozo'. Doctrine of SOCiological Jurisprudence," Jo~ ~ SociAb la!losoRhl, (Ootober 1938) IV, '4.
2'The only treatment of this po1nt found by this writer is an
analysis of the methods used in phi1osophy of law in Giorgio Del.
Veochio's book PhilosoW 91. _, translated by Thomas O. Martin,
Oatholio University of America Press, 195'_
24"Phenomanology," En91clo~A!a I~~ca, 1954 ad. (Ohicago, 1954), XVII, 699. Italics no In orig ~ The article is by
Edmund Husserl. He mlq justly be called the "Father of Modern
Phenomenology"; he wae unquestionably its moat articulate spokesman.

come the basis for a descriptive analysis of what
the "act of experience."25 In Husserlts words:

is

16
oontained

in

"Instead o'l the

matters themselves. the values, goals. uti11ties, eto., we regard
the subjeotive exper1ence in which they appear. n26 Phenomonological description will comprise "two parts, description of the
'noetic'

./.iolJi/

or 'experiencing' and description of tJ:.e •noematic ,

Lno~ or the 'experienced. tn27

By

this method one mar arrive at

a knowledge of the nature or the essence of a th1llg.

Cardozo's approach was phenomenologioal

in

But while

that it was descriptive

of an act of experience ot an individual, the experienoe which he
describe4 was of norms, principles, and values which for Oardozo
comprised the total fabric of law itself.

In other word., the ap-

proach used by him was never so radioall7 Husserlian that it became
method for the mere sake of method.

It was, instead, an

in~st1ga

t1ve-desoriptive approach to the judicial phenaaenon of appellate
prooess which never aimed at de:t1nit10n in strict term t but Which,
beyond method itself, was looking for the values and norma that
could demaroa.te judicial process as an area of human positift law
to which the name lAY' written large, could be applied.
Toward an uuderstand1n& of Oardozo' s approach to the

25 Ibid ., 700.
26~.
27.DJA.
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nature

o~

judioial prooess as phenomenological one would do well to

know the context in which his first lectures were given •. In 1920,

Professor oorb in of Yale asked Oardoso to give the storr's leotures
at Yale Law Sohool.

Olarence Morris in his reoent book relates:

"When he !J5ardoziJ said he had nothing worth saying to law student.
Oorbin asked him to come and tell the students how he deo1ded cases

H e agreed and the resulting lectures were his most famous work,
Na.ture o~ the Jud10ial Prooess ... 2S

lb!

In this oontext then, he began

to analyze, refleot upon and desoribe the nature of the judi.cia.l
process.

A few quotations from the introduction to The Nature

~

1h§. Jud1c1g.;L Procfse will open up his line/of thought •

.A1.l:1 judge

one

might suppose f would find it easy to describe

the process whioh he ha4 followed a thouse.nt times betore.

.. .. .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Nothing could be farther from the truth.
~

try to see things as objectively as we please. None
the less. we can neTer see them w1th any eyes except our own.
• • • We must apply to the study of judge-made law that
quantat1ve analysiS whioh Hr. Vallas h~s applied with such
fine resul.ts to the stud.y of politics. ';)
We may

Conoerning the judicial process he asks himself:

What is it that I do when I decide a case? To what sources
otinformatlo11 do I appeal for guidance? In what proportd.Ol1
do I permit them to contribute to the result? In what proportion ought they to contribute? I~ a precedent 1s applioable, when do I refU3e to follow it? It no preoedent 18 applicable how do I reach the rule that will make a precedent
tor the future? If I am seeking a logioal consistenC7t the
symmetl'7 ot the legal structure, how far shall I seek it? At
2801arenae Morris, ad., ~ Great Le@ Philosophers (Philadelphia, 1959), p. 512.

291atHre , 9; 1'_

p
18
what point shaJ.l the quest1.;c halted by sone discrepant custom, by some consideration of the social \lelf58' by m'3 own
or the c~on standards ot justice and morals?

There seems little doubt that Oardozo was, in the tullest sense of
the word, reflecting upon both the "act of experience" and the "experienced" to attempt to arrive at the nature or the essence ot the
judicial prooess.

In 1924, in the work that was to supplement the

lectures of 1921, he writes in this vein:
l1e.8crintion may serve where detinition would be hazardous..

A

ph11osoph7 of law will tell us how law comes into being, how
it grows, and whither it tends. Genesis and development and
end or function, these things, if no others, will be dealt
with in its pages. To these it will probably add a !esar1pt;t,qn of the genesis and growth and f'lmct1on, not onlY ot law
itself, but also of some of thQ~e conceptions that are fundamental in the legal framework.'J.

ThoueJl his scope 18 quite extens1ve, Cardozo' a method of describing
his refleotion upon experienoe--tn fine, phenomenological method-is the same as that used by modem phenomenologists.
This thesis will have as its object to show that allot the
writing ot the late Mr. Justice Cardozo centered upon. and de'ftloped in. some wq his concept of the judicial process.
his commentators

~

If some of

expressed dissatisfaction that this treatment

ignored the judicial prooess at trial court level, this 18 to be
regretted.

The fault tor this i8 not Cardozo's_

This task he lett

tor others, in his opinion more qualified than himself, and there

'0Ibid., 10.
'~rowth, 24-25.

Italics not in original.

p,

is no dearth of material on this subject.

He was, as Pa,tterson has

observed "a philosopher of law within the limits of the judioial

funotion."'2 Even this statement must be further restricted to the
function of a judge at appellate oourt level.

Other points to be covered from an analysis ot Cardoso'. writings wUl be (1) what he means by judicial process, (2) what this

judioial process is opposed tOt and (3) how his writings subsequent
to %rut lItl:ilM".! 9l. lb.t. lYA1s;W Proc,ss develop or modify this original thes18.

There shall be, as noted before, a presentation of

what other writers in the field of legal philosophy and

jur1sp~

dence have thought of Oardozo' s contribution to thOSe fields.

Jn4

fina.1ly, there will be an anal.ys1a made by tlUs writer in the light

of all this material.

The writ1ngs of Cardozo will be covered in

chronological order, tor this seems the most reasonable approaCh.
Actual judioial deoisions will be used on.l.7 in so far as Cardozo
himself makes use at them to llluatrat. a point or to exemplU)'

some prino1pl.e.

OHAPTER II

In the first chapter it was stated that this thesis would attempt to show that all the philosophical writings of Cardozo dealt
in some way with the jud1cial process and the inquiry into the nature or essence of that

It is of great importance, then,

process~

that the first work dealing specifically with that question be examined care tully •

Such is the purpose of this chapter:

to analyze

his first work on that prooess. The Nature of the Judicial. Prooess.
Aa early as 1903, Cardozo had focused his attention on the

jurisd1ct1on of the New York Oourt of APpeals.
wrote

In that year he

volume on jurisd1ctional questions of that court whioh 18
to this day an authority in the fie1d. l But the questions of juris9.

diction was not the objeot ot oonoern for Cardozo in 1920.

Beyond

the narrower confines of the question ot legal jurisdiction there
was the realit7 of

ft

judge-made law. ft

fo this type of law he now

turned his attention.

.. I take, It said Cardozo, It judge-made lay as
one of the existing real!ties of Ii.fe. 1t 2 To understand this S1;81;8-

~njamin lie Cardozo! !he Jur1sd1ot;l,on 9! the Oourt 9.! 4PR'MS
9! l!m!. Im (llbany, 190'). 1st ed.

2xa:tur.t.

10.

20

p
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ment with all its implications is to understand his ooncept 01' the
judicial process.
Cardozo's discussion on the nature of the judicial prooess begins with n Dories of questions asking precisely what a judge does
when he decides n case.

He sees as the force formulating "judge-

made law" soroe

~rlnciple

whether it is unavowed. inarticulate, or

subconscious.

Conscious pri!1.ciples which are to guide the judge

in

arri"ing at decisions in appellate cases are latent within the

cases, and they may be separated and. classified.'

Of the subcon-

scious forces which 11e behind a judge's decision he says:

"All

their lives, forces which they do not reoognize and cannot name,
have been tusglng at them-Wherited instincts , traditional. bellef's.
acquired convictions, and the resultant is an outlook on life, a
conception of social needs, a sense in J9lI1es' phrase of 'the total
push and pressure of the cosmos,' Which, when reasons are nicelJ
balanoed, must determine where choice will fall.- 4 These subconscious forces, however,and their influence in decision, were n...r
treated ver,r completely b7 Cardozo.
~he

question, '.!"1se8 as to where the lay is to be found that

the judge will apply.

Cardozo does not deny that when constitution

and statute are clear, the judge' s search is at an end.

event the role of the judge becomes seoond8.l7.

In

this

But not so olear ie
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the area left by the gaps in the law.

For these exigenoies he ad-

vooates a method at interpretation by the judges within the interstit181 limits of the

~

I

gcr;p$Ym suggested by Geny and Ehrlich--

"e. method of free deci8ion--'11~re r~ohproh~ sOient1tigUS. fn5

this judioial interpretation he says:

Of

"The funotion flourishes and

persIsts by virtue of the human need to which it steadfastl1 reSPOnds. n6

It is important to note here that Cardozo is urging this

method ot free decision in the instance \;here statute and oonstitu.At this point the oommon law as interpreted b:r the judBt

tion tail.

comes into },)lay in fill1Dg the gap.
glg!,!S is

n at

lie freely admi t8 that stAte

least the every dlq working rule" 7 of t1:8 law.

Yet

he sees the method of free decision as the prooess that gives a
system of liVing law.

Finally, he pOints to the need tor a guide

to govern the choice of judgments potentially applicable in a giftn
ca.se, in order that the judgment rendered be not the personal whim

or oaprice of the judge.
Cardozo warns that oommon law. though a gradual development ot
judicial deoisions over the years, does not work from "pre-established truths of universal. and inflexible validit,. to condL usions

derived from them deductively_Me Rather, it develops inductively,

5ll:?J4. , 16.
6

~.,

la.

7~., 20.

aIbid.,

22-2,.

2,
moving from the particular to the general..

He obsert"e8 the

ph~fnom,,·

enon of change in judicial deoisions in specifio areas of law:
conetruction of spite fences, once allowed, 1s now prohibiced.
rights of action, formerly non-assignable, may now be assign: d. •

He

has seen the process of gradual change in man-made law come tuJ.l
circle, holding something lawf\1.l that was formerly unlawful.. and it
prompts the remark:

"Nothing 18 stable.

is fluid and ohe.ngeable.

Nothing is absolute.

There is an endless fbecoming. t

All

We are

back with Beraclitus.· 9 From these observations of ceaseless ch~
in

law,

the need for a stability upon which to predicate decision

emerges clearly.

This i8 the heart ot his problem.

Cardoso states this problem that confronts the judge as two"He must first extract from the precedents the underly1nc

told:

principle, the

.ratio

deci§endJ,J he must then determine the path or

direction along which the prinalple is to move or develop, i t it i.

not to wither and die ... 10 lie does not dwell long on the first pari
oJ~

the judge'. method, the enraction of the principle :trom th.

cases decided in the past. but turns quickly to his maiil coneem,

the §mplioat,!on of' the principle extraoted to the case before the
judge.

Edwin Patterson has observed, ooncerning the lec1uree oom-

prising

IWl BatU[e !It. lh!.

Judiei" Process, that they are "the

most philosophica1l1 naive and yet the most vigorous and construe-

9~ •• 28.
l~.
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tive of the three book. tlll which Oardozo wrote on the philoso~
of law.

The v1gor and urgenoy of this work stems from the formu-

lation of what have now become the famous four methods of app1Jing
a prino1ple or rul.e of law to a ease.

Oardozo states the four methods:

"The directive force of

principle may be exerted along the line of logical progression.
th1s I will call the rUle of analogy or the method of

philoso~J

along the line of historical development; this I w111 call the
method of evolutionJ along the line of the customs of the commun1tll

this I will call the method of tradition, along the line ot juat1oe,
morals and sooial welfare,

mores of the day l and this I will
call the method of sociology.n 12 These methods outlined; he turns
t~'H~

to the first method. the method of philosopbJ, to analyse

an.

desor1be it.
Cardozo treats the method of philosophy first because 1t has a
"It has the primaoy," he says,
"that comes trom natural and logical and orderly suocession. a1'
oertain "presumpt10n" in its favor.

Again he speaks ot "the principle ot philosophy, 1.e., of
development. ,,14

lRS1cal

In the absenoe of some suff1cient :reason to the

contrary, the method of philosophy 1s to be used.
Ilpatterson, "OardOBote Philosophy' of
12XatH£!. 30-31.

l'lli!.M_, '1.

Italics not in original.

14lbid ., '2.

Italics not in original.

It might see.

Law," 74.
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that tor C~ozo the method of philosophy is equivalent to the
method of :~OgiC, or that philosophy 1s Viewed bY' him as being
/1

simpls

/h
19~1c.

But perhaps his real

, t

tho~t m~

be f'0Ul'1d in his

observa~ibn
on the need for the use of this "log1oal" method:
/' I
I

'!

'

"AdheTfe to preoedent must then be the ru1.e rather than the ex'/

h

cept!!!_ 'if litigants are to have faith in the even-handed adminlst~+tion of justice in the courts ... l5 Thus Cardozo did not simp17
I

eq1;i:tvalate philosophy and logic, but rather considered that 8i1lp1.
ad~erence to precedent was a logical, and hence a philosophical,
a.~proaoh.

Moreover f 1 t seems that in this method Cardozo saw a

partial solution to the problem of giving stability to judge-aade
law.

He views the work of' the judge in applying th1s method as a

task of -keeping the law true in its response to a deep-seated and
imperious sent1ment.· 16
To describe further the method of philosophJ he turns to oases
in which the method is applied.

The oases analyzed are predomi-

nantly those in which a strictly logical and unbending application

ot a principle of lay has worked a grave injustioe, or that olass
of cases in which an injustice was averted by resort1nc to an opposite principle.

It is when two lines ot logical progression con-

verge, both stemming :t'roa an established legal. prinCiple. that
-Lb7istor,y or custom or social utility or some compelling sentiment
1.

lIIb '=d., ,. •
16.I,W., 35.
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of justice • • • must come to the rescue of the anxious judge, and
tell him where to go.n 17 He realizes tllat sentiment oannot yield
to logiC, and that reason must control the play of sentiment.

Justice and sentiment guide in the choice between two principles,
and reason "in its turn reacted upon sentiment by purging it ot
what is arbitrary, by checkir4;' it when it mtght other-wise have been
extravagant, by relati'Jg it to method a.:nu order and coherence and
tradition. n 18
Cardozo :points out that the misuse of this method of philosophy "beings WAen its method and ita anus are treated as supreme and
fina1. ul9 with GJny, 116 reoo~lizes the need tor a human posit!Te
law that gl'OWS w'ith the tUlles.

The method of philoaOl)hy will fur-

nish in part that prinoiple of growth for human poaitive law.

For

the essenoe of the method of philosophy is "the derivati. on of a

oonsequence from a rule or a prinoiple or a precedent which, acoepted as a datum. oontains implioitly within itself the germ of
the oom::lusion. ,,20

It will be il1teresting for one reading

Cardozo·s first philosophioal work to note the frequent reference

l7Ib1d .,

4'_

18~., 45.

19.Ib.1sl., 46.
20~., 49.

! I
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to Fran901s GJny.21
Cardozo describes the other three methods or princi ples of selection guiding the judge in the path of developing the system of
living law.

These are the methods ot history, custom and sooiology_

He does not delay long on the method of history.

For htm the meth-

od ot history is predominantly an investigation ot origins as opposed to the method ot philosophy or 10g1c whioh is mtnly the work
of reason.

It is olear tha.t in his development of the mthod ot

history he limits that method to clarifying a problem in law rather
than solving it.

Equally clear is Cardozo's refusal to approve of

a. historical school of jurisprudence, such as that advanced in the

nineteenth century by F. O. von Savigny (1779-1861).
torical sohool A. P. d'Entreves has this to sq:

Of this his-

"The historical

2~dwin )atterson in his article on Oardozots philosophy notes
that Oardozo paid more frequent tribute to Professor Dewey than to
any other philosopher; he counts eleven references to Dewey in two
books by Oardozo. Yet if one falls to counting in Oardozo's first
work alone. he will find no less than eighteen references to Genyts
Mtihode A·~terpr~tatbon ~ so~ces ~ ~;i privt ~'tif. It
would be i le to try to prove G ny'S in? uence on 0
ozo'e work.
but it is interesting to note that GeD7 advocated three methodS of
judicial review not unlike Cardozo's. <urry lists i:~ hierarch7 ot
means of interpretation of law: "La. 101. interpretee • • • a 1&
lumi&re d'une lOg~ue tout interne Lth1s would include an historical interpretati
; . . . J.a coutume • • • ; entin, les mOl'ena
nambreux at vari s de l'inveetigatio~ puremant scient~fique, scrutant Ie. nature des oho)iles. • • • If H.,ethode S' 18te~retation et
BOWC!S!m dih~ ~ positU, 2nd ad. {Paris, 1541, I, 17r.
Cardozq's me 0 s~og10. history, custom, and sociology at least
echo Geny's hierarChy of methods of interpretation!

28
~ohool

had begun by

stress~

the growth and development of law, it

pnded by fosterinB ito soientifio stud7.
plOg:( for history_
~o

It had begun with an a.p-

It ended With an apo1081 for jurisprudence. ,,22

such a narrow view of juriSprudence Oardozo did not give hie ap-

proval.

For him the duties of a judge went beyond bare historical

px1gee1S of the problems oooUl"r1DS in j'Wii.o1e.l prooese.

Oardozo admits that the development of positive law has taken
(;laoe in an hietor1oal. context.

Be realizes aJ..so that the develop-

t:J.ent of positive law oonsidered apart from that context would be
meaninglese for tLose interpretir.g it.23

It seams clear that hie

sympathy does not lie with this historical method,

~loU6h

he

admits

1te utility in areas such a.s the interpretation of the law of feud.al tenures and contracts.

The third method OX' principle of oeleotion to guide the judge
in determining the appl.loation of a principle of law 10 the method

of cuatom.

C&l4dozo rejects Coke's theory that the common law is

separated from oustom, end Blackstone'. tha.t custom. pervad.es a:u of
the law.

fhese were the ol.d views, the Views 'that prevaiJ.ed at

d.1fferent ti.lnea 1n the thought of English jurisprudence.

Iriew is more moderate.
~e

Oardozo'.,

"In theee dl\Ys." he says, "at all events,

look to custom, not so much tor the crea.tion of new rules, but
22.1.. P. d'Entreves, h]~

~I' 57.

1A!! (London, 1951),

p. 99.

29
for the teats and standards that are to determine how establUbed
rules shall be app11ed_,,24

Custom, i f it is to obtain the dign1t7

of positive human law 1l1lwt do so through legislat1on.

It 18 enauah

for Cardozo that the method of oustom exercise its creative power
'not so much in the making of new rules as in the applioation of

the old ones. h2S

But the l>otent1al of custom to be extended lmtil.

it beoomes identified with "oustomary mora.l1ty, the prevailing
standard of r1ght oonduct, ,,26 brings the method of oustOll or tradition to the point of convergence with the last method, the method
of sociology.
From the first three methode of seleotion, i.e •• of phil080pby

of hiStory, and of custom, we sea that no one method is free from
all trace of one or !flOre of the other methode.

same phenomenon

~he

is true of the last method, the method of 800101081.

Cardozo un-

derstands the method. of sociology as a larger and moreaJ.l-1nclusive method than any of th. former three.

Of thie method. he sq.:

"Finally. when the social needs demand one settlement rather than
another, there are times when we must bend symmetry. 18nore h1etoryj
and bend oustom 1n the pv.rau1 t of other and larger

ema ••27

Be

states as the final oawe of law the weUa.:re of soc:le t7. aDd points

24ll:!J4., 60.
25.nw,.t 62.
26l.'L1U. ,

6, .

27.D,a4•• 65.

out that all other methods are dominated by this cause.

Since this

method of sociology 1s to be the tool or 1n8trumentof the judge,
there must be some 11mit to the method to prevent its uncontrolled
exercise by the judge.

The method of sociology is, for Oardozo,

the method RK exoelleD2!. tor filling up the "gaps in the written
law. "

I8n7

jurists and philosoPhers of law have stressed the

restri~

tion on the discretion ot the judge in his "fUl1ng in the gaps."
Fey s\U1IIl8d 1t up more

t~17

than Holmes:

"I recognise without

hesitation," he Said, "that judges must and 40 legislate, but the7
do so only interstitially J they are confined from molar to lIol.eoular motiona ... 26

But Cardozo 1s concerned not so much. wi'ih the aize

of the gap to be fUled as he 18 with "the principl.e that shall
determine how they are to be filled, whether their size be great or
small ... 29 Bere again the emphasia 18 placed on the method. of ..leetiOll rather than on what 18 8eleoted, and. the method of 8001o1og
in

making this selection takes as 1t. oriterion the social weltare.
1')1tf1cult enough 1s the task of formulating the _thoU

se1eotion, but more d1ft1oul.t by tar 1s the task o:t
them.

1nterp~uc

"8001&1 veltare" is suff1ciently broad in scope t.

an,y telling det1n1tion.

reau'

Cardozo realizes that social ...If,ar._

2ils5uthern P&41f1c 00.

29latm • 71.

.01

Y.

Jensen, 244 U. S. 205, 221.

mean publio policy or social

gain

'1
from adherence to a standard of

right oonduot--the mores of a community.

"In such cases," he sa.y8

"its demands are those of religion or of ethics or of the social
sense of justice. whether formulated in creed or system, or immanent in the common mind."'O That Oardozo's theor,r of law within
I

the judicial process had a high moral content will emerge more
clearly with time.

One may see, however, that he constantly

stresses the need for a moral content in law within his conoept ot
the social welfare so essential to his method of sociology.

!hia

conoept of the social welfare 1s in many respects analogous to the
bonHl cgmmyae in the Thomistio definition of law.

For Cardoso in-

siste that one must look not only to individual reason for the rule,
but to the social welfare, the common good as well.
Oardoso analyzes and desoribes the method of sociology within
a class of cases both in constitutional law and in certain branches
of priVate law.

He regards the area of constitutional law as per-

haps the most suited'to the application of this method, sinoe the
c'1nstitution extends to a larger area than other rules and laws.
AocorcU.ngly; the treatment of certain rights must be in larger an4
more general concepts.

In the reduction to the particular caee.

there i8 the opportunit7 and need for the judge to rule whether an
act or a· statute 18 violative of or in accord with the reatr1ctiOR
or guaranty stated in the oonstitution.

Liberty within the due prooess clause of the constitution
clearly' requires the interpretation of the judge to set ita limits
in

particular oases.

For Cardozo, the method of sooiolog:: 1s to be

used to define liberty in these cases, but with the reservation
that it

m~

include a part of one or more of the other methods.

CardOZO realizes the need for an interpretation of what -liberty
and property" are, but he also realizes the need for an objective

criterion to oontrol the judgets interpretation.

It is interesting

to note the oonolusions of his passages urging a technique of "tree
deoision" consistently end 'tlith a caution against extreme subjeotivity.

His position may be said to be moderate, though at the

beginning

ot

his philosophioal writ inc on the judioial process he

was regarded as a liberal.
Of Oardozo t a

De

thod of sociology' Edwin Patterson says:

"Th.

fourth method, that of SOCiology, is not ooordinate with the other
three.

In a sense it is subordinate or inferior to them, beoause

of the probability that the 10g1cal attainment of established rules
~11ll

give the court a. guide which will be adequate to the needs of

justice_"'l The method of sooiology signifies, for Patterson, an
"appeal to • equity' in the Aristotelitl.~l sense.·'2

But to v1ew the

method of sociology merely as an appeal to equity is unneoessar1l7
to limit that method.

Oloser to Oardozo's estimate of the role of

31patteraon, "Oardozo's Philosoph7 of Law," 164.

'21l!1i.

"

that method is the description of it b7 Helmut Ooing, Dean ot the
Law Faculty , University of Frankfurt, Germany:

"He ffiardoz91 un-

derstands by this ~ethod of socioloci7 the decision on consideration of the BonH! Q0IDmYG8. equity and social justice.""
cision spoken of by COing is that of the appellate judge.

The deSo the

method of sociology, rather than being limited to determining ex-

ceptions to the law (as i8 equity), would provide material for the
formation of new lawa where adherence to old laws would simplJ resui.t in injustice because of social change.

Beyond a mere appeal

to "eqUity," then, the method ot sooiology seems the method R.I:.t !xcel~encs

to exert the prinoiples of natural law.

And though

the

method lacks the definiteness that may attach to the other methods,
it cannot, for that reason alone, be subordinate or inferior.

The

very fact that for Cardozo this method of sociology regulated the
other three methods when they were inoonf11ct with one another
militates against any suCh conclusion.
The method of 80c1010gr 1s for Cardozo the method 07 whioh the
end of law, i.e., the social welfare, is served.

He believe a the

teleological conception of law is constantly before the judge, and
he concludes that the "common law is at bottom the philosophy of

prasmatiam... 34 But Cardozo insists that the tact that a law is
33rrr;lmut OOing, "Modern American Legal Philosophy," Georn~ Jim!. Journal,
(May 1952),
ToW€"
~IfUWe , 102.
~ LOYOLA ~)
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successful has nothing to do with ita Talidity.

an extreme position would be

dest~uct1ve

of the consistency and

unifol"1ni ty secured by using the other methods.

ciology is guided by Viewing the end of law.

"LTl'he

Be urges that such

This

I1B thod

of so-

As Cardozo puts 1t:

final. principle of seleotion for judges. as for legisla.tors,

is one of fitness to an end."35

But he 1s careful to stress the

duty of the judge in attaining this end:

"Nothing less than con-

scious effort," he B81'S, "will be adequate if the end in 'View is
to prevail.

The standards or patterns of utility and morals will

be fOi.md by the judge in the lite of the community.

found in the same wq b1 the legislator.""

They will be

The analogy between

the functions of judge and legiaJ.ator now emerges in cardozo'.
thought.

The legislator creates by framing new laws sUited to the

needs of the cOIll."I!lun1ty for which he legislates; the judge leg1slatee
only in the gaps left by the legislation, but cannot, in Oardollo's
opinion, be blind to the same needs he observes in the community.

The judge t s :function is performed by uaing one of the
selection; in this

w~

lIB

thode of

he is said to legislate.

Cardozo points out the divergence of thought on the question

of whether the judge should use a

subj~ctive

or objective standard

to determine the norms of right and useful oonduct.

He notes and

apvroves the need for an objective standard to prevent "what the

'5

tt

Germans call 'Die GefiibJ.sjurisprudenz, t a jurisprudence of mere

sentiment or feeling."'7

He rejects the view that the subjective

standard should prevail, and says the standard should be that of
the community, the

~ores

of the time.

But here he cautions that

this does not mean "that a judge is powerless to raise the level
of prevailiDg conduct. ,,'8 Cardoco is concerned wit h the case 1n
which practices that do not meet accepted standards of morality
have gained a temporary hold.

In such a case he believes that it

is the duty of a judge to hold to the accepted standards of morality_

This action he seems to equivalate with a subjective measure,

when in reality it would be objeotive if measured by the "accepted
standards of morality" in the event that they are not interpreted
subjectively.

The predominat1na desire is to raise the standards

of morality at a high level and keep them there.

This is one at

the notes in his concept of the judicial prooeS8--the judge must

insure that the law in its application has a high moral content.
Misleading both in ita brevity and Simp1.1city is his analysia
of the judicial process itself:

n~ly

analysis of the judicial pro-

cess comes then to this, and little more:

logic, and hiatoX7. and

custom and utility, are the acoepted standards that singl1 or in
combination shape the law.n,g Here the search tor Cardozo'S

37 rbid • t 1.06.

,SAlli_, lOS.

'9Ib1d • ,

112.
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concept of the judicia.l process might stop, if this scant statement

did not contain within itself the

0bv101~

question as to what de-

termines the application of one method in preference to another,

and at what point the desirability for symmetry--the e*,gantia
jur1s--should be sacrifioed for larger
urges adherence to precedent.
legislatures.

1nt~rests.

In the main, he

But equity is not administered

by

-The social interest, n says Oardozo, "served b7 sym-

metryor certainty must then be balanced against the social. interest served by equity and fairness or other elements of .social welfare ... 40 The balance of these interests in the proper cho1c e ot

methods is the hall-mark of judicial process.

If it is the judge's function to balance the social tnterests,
there must be a standard by which to check his action.

That stan-

dard is the same :fb r the judge as 1 t is for the legislator--life
i tselt •

In exercising his function the judge shou1d be guided and

restrained by tradition, the members of his own profeSSion, example
of the other julges, and the spirit of the law.
in these limits is stUl creative.

Yet his work rith-

"The law," Cardoeo say's, -is

not found, but made.- 41 If this remark is taken at faoe Talus, he
advocates usurpation of the legislative f'tm.ction.

But Cardozo '.

view is not so broad, although he sees an anal..Jgy between the flmctiona of judge and legisl.ator.
40~., 113.

4ln.!9.., U5.

He notes the development of the

'7
analogy in oountries where the judicial initiative is more restricted than in the U. S.

Drawing on ~ny to state the lUlits ot that

judicial function, he quotes the fol1owing passage:
While the legislator is not hampered by any limitations in
the appreciation of a general Situation, which he regulates
in a manner altogether abstract, the judge, who decid•• in
view of partioular oases, and with reference to problems absolutely ooncrete, ought, in adherence to the spirit o~ our
modern organization, and in order to GGoape the dangers of
arbi tr817 action, to disengage h1Dlselt, so far as possible,
of every influence that is personal or that comes from the
partioular situation which i8 presented. to him, and be!. his
judicial decision on elements of an objective nature. 4
Both in Cardozo's own remarks and in those he cites as authorities

in surport of his

v1~w

of the jlwicial process as creative, the

need for free decision coupled with an objective standard stand out
clearly.
In affirming the power of the courts to declare law "and within limits the duty, to make law when none eXists,·4' Cardozo is
careftu to point out that he does not ally himself with Ooke,
Blackstone, and Hale. who held that judges did not legislate; nor
with A1wtin, Holland, or Gray, who held that there is no reality
in law but the decisions of the cou=ts.
..

I

..........

__

Rules of law which are

..

42Fra~cois GeDY, Metho~ d'lnte£Eretation et S0Hl!eB en dro~t
Inrive ~~S~~~;f, vol. II,' p. 7.- Quoted 1ri Isture; 120- ~. -o.l'll'
{1861~5
11'aS a professor of jurisprud.ence a.t the Catholic Unlver8i ty of Nancy, France. He also wrote: ~o1ence!l teohnigu! In
1!:.ill pri!! pqslt!f, 4 vola. (1914-1924).
4'Nature, 124.
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~mbodied

in deoisions do not, for Oardozo, lose their force as law

merely because judges overrule them.
~heir

in

Rather, the rules retain

force as law independent of the pronouncement of the judge

a given case.

Thus the creative work of the judge lies in his

choice of methods of selection; the law embodied in the precedents
~pplied

has existence apart from its application by the judge.

Concerning natural law Cardozo pOints out the revival of its
older notion, but observes that it is in a form "profoundly altered. n44 He expresses no desire to enter into the verbal speculation oonoerning the problem, but sa.,ys:

"What really matters 1s

this, that the judge is under a duty, within the limits of his
~ower

of innovation, to maintain a relation between law and morals,

the precedents of juriSprudence and those of reason and
~ood conscience.· 45 There will be a fuller diSCUSsion of this
~etween

question of natural law in the writings of Justice Cardozo in the
third chapter of this theSis.
Cardozo then turns his attention to the weight and importance
~hat

should be placed upon preoedents.

He analyzes a number of

oases in the fields of substantive and adjective law, and sees the
~eed

for development in those fields.

Although impressed by the

growing disoussion as to whether the rule of adherence to preoedent
ought to be abandoned, he reasserts his position that adherenoe to

'9
precedent should be the rule and not the exception.

He will not

sacrifice stability and symmetry of the legal order for a number of
isolated cases.

The change he envisions is by degrees, and not by

a violent reversal of direction in the wru{e of a more stable policy
of adherence to precedent.
In discussing adherence to precedent, Cardozo distinguished

between static and dynamic precedents.

The outcome of a case which

involves a "static" precedent is not of great importance; such a
case can seldom admit of any decision but one, and does not affect
jurisprudence one way or the other.

"Dynamic precedents," however,

are those which when decided will have an effect on jurisprudence,
and will effect as well a development in the law.

"These are the

cases," says Oardozo, "where the creative element in the judicial
process finds its opportunities and power."46

In conclusion, then, in this first work, !h! Nature 2! the
Judicial Process, Cardozo elaborates the four methods of judicial
decision.

Their importance for understanding his philosophy cannot

be overestimated.

He placed stress datil'li tely upon the first and

fourth methods, the method of philosophy or logic, and the method
jf sociology.

The method of philosophy gave to the law certaint7

and stability--the symmetry needed for reasonable predictability.

The method of sociology gave room tor the exercise of judgment by

46 Ibhd., 165.
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the court to mitigate the harshness of strict application of a rule
which would work a hardship.

The latter calls for the interstitial

legislation of a judge in his application of precedent to fill the
gaps left by the law in oertain instances.

In his other writings

on the philosophy of law, CardOZO elaborates those principles, giving more precise expression to his concept of the judicial prooess.
In the next chapter there will be an analysis of how Cardozo
Jeveloped his concept of judicial process in a series of lectures
e,iven at Yale Law School in 1923, published as
~.

~

Growth

~t ~

Rere he deals principally with the Jr oblems of the meaning

and genesis of law, its growth and development, and its end and
funotion.

Following the treatment of his notion of the meaning and

genesis of law, wi11 be an analySis of some of the writings on
Cardozo's treatment of the natural law, and some reflections by the
writer on that same question.

CHAPTER III

In Deoember of 192', at Yale Law Schoo1 Cardozo gave his seoond series of leotures whioh comprise the volume oonsidered in this
chapter, The Growth .2l

~

Law.

The introduotion to the work warns

that the lectures are to be considered as a supplement to lectures
given by Cardozo at Yale in 1921.
to examine this work,

~

Growth

The purpose of this chapter is

9! the Law, and determine

111 what

way it modifies or develops his concept of the judicial process.
Cardozo states that a twofold problem confronts law:

the

need for a restatement of the bewildering amount ot precedent, and
the need for a philosophy of law "that will mediate between the
oonflicting claims of stabilIty and progress, and supply a principle of growth."l The latter of the two needs concerns Oardoso
most , although he praises highly the work done by the Amerioan Law
Institute, begun in February of 192,. to bring order to the chaos
of preoedent.

Be singles out for praise the work of the uniYer-

sities publishing law reViews, and reoognizes their work as intluentia1 in shaping decisions in complex areas ot law.

~rowtb, 1 •
....

§
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But to

42

Institute and law reviews alike he addresses the caution that the
passion for stability should not betray them into perpetuating laws
that should be revised.

Law, if it is to grow, must have a prin-

ciple of growth.
Oardozo regards philosophy of law as capable of fUl"nish1ng a
principle of growth for law.

Philosophy ot law will "tell us how

law comes into being, how it grows, and whither it tends.

Genesis

and development and end or function, these things, if no others,

will be dealt with in its pages.,,2

But to develop and describe

law, it is necessary to describe conceptions that are basic to the
legal framework.

As

Oardozo studied philosophy of law, he vas

driven in his search for the nature of judicial process to problems
that lay beyond law and were common to all philosoplu'.

Yet hla

approach to the problem remains the same, to consider the nature
of the judicial process.

"Analysis of the judicial process," he

says, "involves analysis of the genesis and growth of law, and
this involves a study of functions and of ends.'"

It is important

to keep in mind that Oardozo t s remarks must always be measured in
terms of the judicial process..

This viewpomt i8 neces88.l7 to un-

derstand his concept of judicial process.
To begin his inquiry into the meaning and genesis

o;t

dozo notes the dlfficulty in defining the term law itself.
21JU4., 24.

'I!i4..

26-27.
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a comprehensive dat1rdt1on can be given there must be an understanding ot the

iB8U88

basic and fundamental to the sOienoe ot law.

This understand1nc, 111 tum, presupposes a knowledge of whether
universala ex1st. or whether our knowledge must be 11m1ted. to a

sucoession of partiOu1.a.ra.

Thus, he pOinte out that the student,

if he is to read and understand his Bla0k8tone, mUDt settle for

himself the vexing phUosophical problema that are at the oore ot
fundamental legal oonoepts.

Yet the problem of def1n1t:l.cm

restrioted 801817 to the term law.

not

There oan be, accori..1ng to one's

philosophy, divergent phUosophical views on the nature

ponte entit,..

i8

o~

a oor-

The nominal18t ma1nta:l.na that the oOl",POl"9:t1on 18 a

sign tor the corporate membership.

..,.9.lY::!.

~,x:t

name and oomponents a

1!he realist 8ee. beyond the
This is but one e.ample of the

dispute. that can. ar1se over issues whioh are fundamental to the

sCience of law.
Cardoso, however, conoerna himself' firet with the natu.:re ot

law itself.

Be condemns the conoeption of law that attempts to

confine the term 11!! to legal. preoepts recognized 01 a. tribunal. at
a given time or place.

!his vieW' of law seemB to him abortive. and

ends in the position that law never ja, but i8 always abollt to

be."

He notes the dispute in France concerning the difference between

lA 12& and .It. 9.r26.'t

and the corresponding probl_ 1n Germany OIl

the extent of Geletl 88 compared to ReMi.

4

l1!i4.,

'1.

This problem. does not
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confront law in tha U. S., beoause oourts say daily what law is.

"But," Cardozo adds, "even before that stage is reached, there has
not been lacking altogether the element of coeroive power. tt5 This
element of coeroive power is present because men can be seen reguluting their business and their lives by grounding them on rules or

prinCiples which otten are without the sanction of a judgment of

the courts, and more often without the sanction of a statute.

It

all sanction of these rules were deferred until the rules were embodied in a statute or defined in a judicial decision, man, prior

to such action by the courts and the legislature, would be left
without any guide for his conduct.

From his observation ot lite

itself, Cardozo realizes that such is p1.ainly not the fact.
so he sees that even without benefit of

definiti~

And

adjudication by

a court or action by a legislature. a stage of law is reaohed.
Regarding the degree of certainty that may be attaohed to a
principle or a rule before it has been deolared in a judgment,

Cardozo says:

"When there is such a degree of probability- as to

lead to a reasonable assurance that a gIven conolusion ought to be
and will be embodied in a judgment. we speak of the conclusion as
18V.· 6 This remark precedes his obserYatlon on the obYious analOSJ

between the principle or rule or standard as law, and the pr1nciples of order-what he terms "the natural or moral laws. which

I
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are the oonoern of natural or moral sCience.-?

!hough Cardozo did

not develop -the dootrine on the analogy of this human le,w .to the

natural or moral law, suah statements uilitate against the
sian that he rejects entirelY the notion 0'£

fa

conol~

tural law.

The student groping for the law on a disputed question, the
lawyer appealing an adVerse deoision from a loyer court, and the
judge ·wri.ting his opinion, alJ. seek to know "That la.w is.
vision must be at onoe prospeotiTe and retrospeotive.
the courts said in the past?

Their

What he.va

What will they say in the future?

These are the elements that point up the fluidity of law. the oonstant change that often defies pred10tabllit1.
uses eases to desoribe this phenomenon

Here again OardollO

ot change. He draws chiefly

upon that class of oases overruling deoisions formerly held to be

la.w on the point disputed.

Of these he says:

"In all these qual.1-

fying or ovel'r'..uing judgments, appeal was made to a bod7 of judicial

or professional opinion which displayed uniformities at variance

with the judgment to be nullified or limited. • • •

The qualit1 ot

law was maintained as the expression through the courts of a principle of order. we

While not denying the existence of higher and broader uniformities, norms

ot right and justice to whiah lower and narrower

uni-

formi ties must conform, Cardozo thinks they should be termed law

7.!l!1Q.., 34.
8ni4., 42.
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only in so tar as they are oonsistent with statute or decision.
He does not share Duguitfs view that statute or decision are law
in so far

as they share in the essenoe of the higher uniformity_

nSpeculationa of this kind," says Oardozo, ware alien, after all,
to the subjeot of our study.w9

fhe study of these higher laws he
leaves to Wthe statesman or the moralist. wlO He draws a distinotion between normative and oonstruotive rules, but he would reject
the normative rules as laws until they have been deolared by the
courts and agenoies with the &&nction of their power.

fo render

Cardozo's dichotomy between the two types of rule complete. it 1.
neoessary to know where he thought the courts obtained their power.
On this pOint he says:

"The oourts are creatures of the state and

of its power, and while their life as courts contin", they obey
the law of their ereator. wll
It is essential to keep in mind the audience to which Oardozo
was speaking in the lectures now being considered.

The audience

was composed of law students and some members of the benCh and bar
given to speculation and theory on legal. problema.

One might rea-

sonably conolude from this that their concern was more with the
nature of human positive law and its connection with the judicial
process, than with a more general and universal diSCUSSion of the
9It?!!!., 48.

10l1!.U_, 49.
1l..l1!.U..
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nature of all. law.
trained in

But even i f he had spoken before a group more

plulosopr~t

it is doubtful whether his discussion would

have dwelt more on the universal aspects and the natu:re of law.
He scems more concerned to point up for investigation by lawyers,

jurists

and

philosophers the need for an

undcrGtand~

basic and fundamental to philosophy of law.

or things

This he did by laying

bare the process of judicial deciolon as it operated on the body ot
Im~-

affected bY' decisions at ,1.;ho appellate courts.

he gives a description of a

~rinoiple

or

~

Therefore, when

of law. it is clear

he does not intend it to serve as a definition of law in general.
II

A l;rirloiple or rule of conduct," says Cardozo, "ao established. as

to justify a prediction with reasonable certainty that it will be
enforced by the courts if its authority is challenged, is, then,
foZ;

.1b&. p:u:£RQse .2.t:

QY;t §:t:yA.:z:.

a principle or rule of law ... 12

In-

cluded in this description are norms and standards ot behavior not
yet rules or precedents, but such that statutes or decisions could
conform to them.

The norms or standards of behavior "have their

roots in the customary forms and methods ot business and ot fellow-

ship, the prevalent convict10ns of equity and justice, the complex
of belief and practice whiah we style the mores of the d~.·l'
Untu these standards, rules, or prinCiples are embodie<l in statute

or decision, they may, for Cardozo, be regarded as law.
12Ibid ., 52.

Ita11cs not in original.

1,ll2.M., 52-5'_
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Ooncluding his discussion of the meanine and genesis of law,
Cardozo reveals his concern to avoid two

streru~s

of thought.

He

denies Blackstone's conception of law as pre··ex.isting, 'Ylait1ng only'
for discovery.

Ba rejects also the extreme position of Austin's

view of each judgment as an isolated action giving emphasis to the
particular rather than the general.

For Cardozo both of these 1e-

atroy judicial creativity.
Tho'~~h

any

lengtIJ.Y concl'USions on Cardozo t s concept of judic1al

process must be deferred until there haa been a complete treatm.ent
of his

writ~gs,

there seeDS need here for some observations on hi.

notion of the meaning and genesis of law.

,.,ith his

This notion, together

notion on the law of nature, is basic and. funda"Jlental to

his ooncept of the judicial process; indeed, it is the eraund upon
which his philosophy haa been accepted or rejeoted by those Who

ha~

commented on his ertra--judicia1 writings.
The writers llho have cOHllnented on Oa:t."dozo t s notion of the law

of nature and the meaning and genesis ot law
selves with two passages.

hf'~ve

concerned them-

The fir31; appears in his book. Th,

N,atu;t:'.!. QJ. .:U:ll! Judicle;t Rtocess*, iN'here t speaking of the law of nature, he says:

"The law of na.ture is no longer conce!ved as some-

thing static and eternal.
law.

It does not OVerride human or positive

It is the stuff out of which human or positive law 18 to be

woven, when other sources fail. tt14
14Natnre, 232.

It is important, however, to
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note that this statement is dooumented by Cardozo and attributed to
Vander Eyoken's essay, "Methode positive de I'interpretation juridique."

The extent to which Cardozo himself aocepts or rejects

this interpretation will be seen more clearly only in the light of
his notion of the meaning and genesis of law as expressed in fhe
g"rowth 9.!

~ LIs''' •

The second passage or passages appear in The Gro!jh

~

the

Law, and consiat chiefly in hie "definition of law- (see p. 47,

sBRrI), his affirmation of the eXistenoe ot higher and broader

uni-

formities--norms of right and justice to whioh lower and narrawer
uniformities must conform, and finally, his distinction between

normative and constructive rules (see pp. 45-46. supra).
These are the passages upon which many of those who wrote on
Cardozo have relied for their acceptance or rejection of his philosophy' of law.

Let us examine some of those interpretations.

In her article on Oardozo t s philosophy of law Miriam RooneY'

concludes that:

"The exact test as to whether a juridical norm or

principle is in fact law or not is ultimately the same for Mr.
Justioe Oardozo as it was for Mr. Justioe Holmea--whether the state
will enforce it or not."15 Thie seems a ~ther harsh read~ of
the seotion dealing wi ththe meaning and genesis ot law.

Rather

than define lav solelY in terms of prediction, Oardozo describes
lSaooney, "Mr. Justice Cardozo's Relativism," 17.
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the existence ot law apart froB ita predictabl1ity--the stage not
Iflaok1nC altogether the element of ooerciw power._ 16 Be pOinte

out that "the quallty ot law

lf88

m8i1niA!nt,4 b7 the expreseion

through the courts f " and no quality, whether ot law or 8.1lJthi.nB
elee.. could be ma1ntaJ.ned that had not already been in existence
prior to the expression of the court• .,

That i8. law lU\Y be es-

pressed formally by the courts, but 1s potentially a
to be declared by the courts and leg1alature.

about

th~

&1• .,.

In othel'

worda. law evolves and ita new torm is revealed in part b7 ju41c1al
deoision.

hh.1nd thiS new form, however, ls a slow gene8i. troll

the prinoiples and order which make up the b047 ot rule. of more
general application, whioh, in tura" are made ap801f1cal.ll' appli-

oable to individual caseS by judioial deoieions.

'fo SftI', then,

that Oardozo woul44et1ne 1_ 1n terma of predictabUlt7 alone (the
predictabilit7 guaranteed bY' ma1D.ta1niJlC the lllttl\l D't12 of law aa
force) would be to

1&'110%'8

h18 olea:&' atatement that "at some pomt

back of definitive adju4UJ etlen. ot perfect or unfailing oena.1llt7,

we reach the stage of

law."

Oardozo's notion of the 1_ of nature and the meaning

an«

gen-

es18 of law can be distinguished :from Holme. t on stlll othQ'
gl"Olmda.

One

11.

d.istingu1sh between Holmes' notion of the

:s.:t~_

mti9 of law as force. and a p001tlon that regardS poa1tl'V1aa as a
m.t:tActi appl1cable 1ll h\U81l pos1tiv. law. It 18 the 41st1notioa
•

d

16See footnotes 4 aDd 5, !HR£I.
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between an ontological and a methodological positiVism.

In other

words, tor Holmes enforoement of a statute by the state makes a
rule law.

For Cardozo enforcement of a statute by the state giTes

the sanction of the state's authority to a rule or a principle
which did not entirely lack coeroive power prior to the state's
enforoement. 17 Seen in this light, Cardozo's position differs toto
£1810 from Holmes' poSi tioD..
Oommenting on Cardozo's so-ca1led "definition" of law in The

G;:owt,a Ri !b.!. • • Dr. John C.
dent, has this to s~:

]i.

Wu, the famous Chinese jurispru-

"He jJardoziJ looks at the law chiefly as a

process and his approach is predominantlJ psychological.

~he

SaY-

ing grace of this defin1tion lies in the faot that it leaves the

door open to the prinCiples of natural law, whioh, it the court
thinks rightly, will be a stronc groun4 tor their decision and
therefore oonstitute a solid basis tor our prediction,

But t.his

definition is one-Sides, because it neglects the essence ot law."lS

Nov, it is clear that Oardozo did not intend this desoription of a
rule to serve as a oomprehensive detiA! tion of law,

From the be-

ginning of his writing he had chosen description in place of

t1011.

def1n~

That this description neg1ects the essence of law cannot be

17This distinction between ontological and methodological
positivism has been explained at great length by Rev. Peter
Hu1zing, S.J., in his article "De 'Positivismo' Quodam Juridico
Nota Practloa" appearing in Periodio!, Faso. I (1959), 77-100.
18John C. Wu, FoYQJI1n

9l. Justt"ce (New York. 1955), pp.

U-12':1
II
[['I

'I,
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denied; in this Dr. Wu t s observation seems valid.

What .must be

remembered, however, is that Oardoso was interested only in desCl"il>

lng the role of judicial process within the study of human positive
law; to illterpret his remarka ill eo wider context is to misinterpret
him.

Edwin Patterson admits that even though Carda.a at times sruq

seem to reject natural law, in reality he doee not.

He a.dmits alec

"that there are other passages in Oardozo'a writings that could. sup-

port an argument 'lor na1rural 1aw, but he concludes that natural. law
is, tor Oardozo, -the atuft' of 1nsp1r1ng general1t7 ...l9
Iiun:t1ngton Oabrul. 1n his work ~

IM:t2'Q*!Da

l?~".lt

Ji.!B.tl:, gives a more 'benign interpretation to Cardozo's writ1nga on
the law of nature.
Judioial

Procel••

ot sociology the

OOllUlent1Dg on a pa.a8age in Da. Jle,1!r!
in which Oardozo state.

judge must aearoh

.P.t !M.

that within the method

tor soo1al Justice by a coutant

appeal to the teachingS o'l r1ght reaeon and COMcienoe, Cairns sq.

"Oardozo :1n a strq plea fv:J.'" the uae ot natural law as a pari of
the method ot sociology takes the p081t10n that the judge Dl'WJt appeal. to the
thiS

t

teaoh1nga of righ'i reuon 8.%l4 oonsoience.' .20 W1th

statement by Oa1rne, we bave come tull circle

OD

Amencaa

interpreters ot Cardozo's writings about the law of nature and tM
19psttereon. ·Oa:tdoao'. Philosop1q' ~ Law.- 91.

2~t1n&tOa Oaim.8t k!tsI6 Ph1.o198 .ma

(Baltimore, 1949), p.

"8.

nab .t2 Heal

m.eaning and

~Msie

of la.w.

Acoording to 1l{lr1am Rooney, Oardozo

had rejected natUl"al lawa aocord1118 to Dr. John Wu, CardOf'O bad by

hie defin1 t101'1 of a

l"tLle

of law left the door o:pen to the prin-

oiples ot natural law J aoool'dinB to Edwin Pa.tterson, Cardozo had

not precluded the possibility of holding a natural law theor,f' and
fi':1ally. aocording to lIunt1ngton Cairns, oardozo made a strong plea
for the use of natural law as a part of the method of 800101087.
Dr. Helmut Caine. Dean. of the Law Paculty at the Un1vnrslty of
Frankfurt in Gemany, comment1r.ls on the passa,ee in
lb.§! Jll41gi«W. i£Sl9!lSh remarks:

%PJ! .ttA-tJ.!t! s!

"Ju.;..,:,:Loe based on intuition i8, for

him, naturo.1 law; it is the source from which I)osit1ve law 1s nourished.

liatural law fills the gape 1». positive lawJ cla:r1t, over

what 18 existing and a philosophical oomprehension of the developing law are necesstlLl"Y for the 3..10t ... 21

Jnd further. Dr. Oo1DB

gives this general evaluation of Oardozo t 8 work as oompared with
ttAltlloU(9.l be (Cardoao) r'.joognizea aDd stresses the un-

Holmes'l

stable, changeable element. in living law and olearly reoognised
the i.ntluenoe of the tOrGes in 8001e"7 and their 4evelopm8n1-ell
of which links him

nth Holmea--11;

18 nevertheless the picture of

a living, continually develop1l'l6 orde:r wbioh 18 :forever being nourished trom the ethical toroea within the human soul. tt22 Dr. Oo1Dg·.
I"
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observations and evaluations are added support for the conolusion
that Cardozo's method was in the nature 01' a methodological positivism which treated the soience of private positive law as a
olosed system for the purpose of developing a methodology for appellate review.

In short, it seems that all the force

01' Cardozo's

thinking on the nature of law and the meaning and genesis ot law
was directed toward developing a method of appellate review whioh
he referred to under the name of judioial prooess.

From Cardozo'.

writings it would be difficult to say whether he did or did not
hold a theorY' ot natural law based upon an absolute.
however, is certain:

This much,

though an ardent admirer of Holmes-, Oardoso

did not join Holmes in denounoing the possibility and effioa07 ot
natural law.
Returning to the lectures in his work The Growth 2! !at
Cardozo next dealS with the very question of growth in law.

~.

Ini-

tia.lly he restricts his discussion to growth through judioial prooess.

Aa in his first work on the judicial process, he 8ees few

chances tor the judge to exeroise a creative function, while the
restrictions on the judge's freedom are

l~.

Be seeks a principle

of growth in law, a prinoiple on whioh a judge oan 1'$13'.
Oardozo retains the fourfold division 01' methods to deoide a
case

~h10h

he first developed in The Natut!

Speak1n& ot the tour methods he says:

~

lh! JYAigii6 £EQO!S!-

"The judioial process will

not be rationalized until these methods have been valued, their
functions apportioned, their results appraised, until a standard
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has been established whereby choice mq be directed between one
method and another. n2'

The methode will provide for growth o~ the

law, but the question remainS
a given case.

all

to which method should be used in

This matter will be treated by Oardozo in his writ-

ing on the end and function of law.
Cardozo regards the four methods of deoiding cases on appeal
as means to an end and not as ends in them.selves.

But

even though

it would make the judicial process simpler to apply these methods
with some uniformity, the fluidity of the law destroys the opportunity for uniformity.

The principle or precedent is "the outcome of

a quest for probabilities."24 For Cardozo, then, the study of law
represenu a gradual "striving toward an end, shaped by a logio
which, eschewing the quest for certainty. must be satisfied i f its
conolusions are rooted in the probable ... 25 It is perhaps statements like these by Cardozo that prompt Lon Fuller to remark:

"At

the same time Cardozo did not follow the example of those who make
relativism itse1:f' an absolute.

It the common law had not attained

the perfeotion of reason. it could be understood only as an unremitting quest for that perfeotion.

His view rejected neither

branch ot the antinomy of reason and fiat.
2'Gl2W't,S.

6'.

24 Ib1d,., 69.

25.w.,

70.

For him law was b7 ita
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limitations fiat, by its aspirations reason, and the whole Tiel1 of
it involved a reoognition ot both its limitations and it. aspirations.· 26 No one more than Cardozo realized the limitations of
judge-made law.

These limita.tions. however, presented a challenge

that called tor the best efforts ot jurists and philosophers to
predioate the growth of law upon a more stable basis.
Oardozo then analyses a number ot cases in the area ot public
law where exoeptions have been made to a rule ot law when there was
evident need for change.

He realizes the need tor these exoeptions

is oonceded by all, but he seeks the all inolusive or general prin-

oiple upon which to predioate the choice of method.
tinomy of method asserts i taeU..

In his worda:

.Again the an-

·We are not to bow

down betore our metaphysioal oonception of our historic datum, or
shut our eyes to liVing needs, and yet we are not to find a livinC
need in every gust ot tancy that would blow to earth the patterns
ot histor,r and reason.· 27
Oardoso oonoludes thiS disoussion and analysis of the methods

ot deoiding a oase by oautioning that no one method is to be used
in preferenoe to another.

Even when social welfare 18 the t1nal

test. the certainty and uniformtty that comes from appl;riq the

method ot philosophy or history is itself no small part of the
I.

26Lon Fuller. "Reason and Fiat in Case Law. tf

:!.!mf. LIX (February', 1946). '76-'77.
279Nw:tJ\, 76.

I:Iarr8:E4

Lay

k-

social welfare.

"Given a problem, It
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says Cardozo, "wlhether the di-

rective force of a prinoiple or a rule or a preoedent is to be exerted along this path or aJ.ong that, we must know how the prinoiple
or the rule or the precedent is functioning, and what 10 the end
which ought to be attained.· 26 the remainder ot his book deals

wi th end and function in law.
In his treatment of the ends and function of law. Cardozo ob-

serves that his analysis will ot necessity be brief, but he hopes

to alert the students to the bond between phllosophT and law.

It

his philosophical speoulation is intersperaed with illustrations
from cases at law, the philosopher will excuse his efforts to draw
the lawyer to the study of philosophy".

He notes the work done by

Dean Rosooe Pound on the analysis of ends of the law, but realizes
that there is much more work to be done.

The relative valu. of

certainty as oompared to justice, adherence to logiC as compared

to adTancement ot utility. is a "calculus which has not yet been
definitively made by any master ot juristiC theory.·29

Appraisal of social interests is guided by maQ1 faotors for
the judge.

Cardozo lists some:

"It will be shaped by his experi-

ence of life; his understanding of the prevailing canons of justice
and morality; hiS study of the social sciences; at times, in the
end, by his intuitions, his guesses, even his ignorance or

28l1lJ4., eo.
29 Ibid ., 8'_
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prejUdice_"'O He notes that justice 1tself may mean d1fterent
things to

d~ferent

people at different times; yet justice is used

as a test as well as an ideal.

In this regard he lists Aristotle'.

classification of justice into corrective, distributive, and seneral, but rejeots this clasSification as unsatisfactor.y for the
reason that he (Oardozo) is not seeking the justice that results
from a determination of rights and duties as they eXist 1n the law.
"What we are seeking," s$fs Oardozo, "is not merely the justice
that one receives when his rights and duties are determined by the
law as it is; what we are seeking is the just1ce to which law in
its makSng should conform.

Justice in this sense is a concept by

far more subtle and indefinite than any that i8 yielded by mere
obedience to a rule.-'l And further he S8¥s:

"Perhaps we shall

even f1nd at times that when talking about justice, the quality we
have in mind 1s chari ty, and this though the one quality 1s otten
oontra.ted with the other.· J2 These standar4a professed 1D Oardozo's philosophical. wri t1nsa expl.a.if1 in part the high ethical. and
moral oontent of his opinions in appellate decisions.
!rhe deTelopaent 0'1 law t however, a.coording to Cardoso requires
flashes of intuit10n and insight which go beyond experience.

30n.u.
3l1,lU4_, 87.

,2.n!4.

to
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support this position he again draws on Fran90is Gt4ny.

~ny in

turn was drawing on Bergson, but the substance of Cardozo's thought
is summed. up when he eqs:
of any theory of

"We do not need to become the disciples

ep1stemo~ogy,

Bergson's or any other. to peroeive

the force of the analogy between the creative process here described, and the process at work in the development o:f the law. ,,33
What Cardozo 1$ stressing here is the portion of judicial. process
that belongs to art rather than soience.

He is anxious to stress

that the bare applioation alone of one of the methods of deciaion
or the prinoiples of selection will not result in the solution

ot

the case.
Cardozo next discusses axiology--the science of values.

He

recognizes that the judge must use the conolusions of this SCience,
but always subject to objeotive standards.
dete~at1on

In the presence ot a

of value b1 l.egislaiiion, the judge, even though he

may differ with the l.egisl.a.ture, may not sub...tuw his

of values tor the

leg1s~ature's.

own theory

The judge's test is to be objeo-

tive-the will of the community rather than his own.

But when the

communal. thought or will. is different, and there is neither statute

Ij

nor custom nor any external. standard to measure the difference. the
'1

standard of value must be the judge's
here asserts the dut7

o~

Owll.

In other words, OaN.GaO

a judge to act, deepi te the fact that the
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only criterion he has for his action is his own moral standards,

his own axiology.

In this he would differ from the positivist

jurists who would maintain that in the absence of an objective
standard of the legislature, the judge has not only no duty to act,
but, even further, he haa no right to render a decision using his

own moral standards as a oriterion or standard.
In examining the end of law Cardozo is look1ng for general
principles which will enable the judge deciding a case to rise
above the particulars of the case involved.

Thus he &dmi ts that

the conflioting analogies and absence of preoedent may be supplemented by a philosophy' of law that ooncerns itself with the end
and funotion of law.

From using methods ot judging in accordance with the end to be
I'

achieved to show that law must be fluid and fleXible, Oardozo passes
to examples showing the need tor oertainty and uniform! ty.
aly'zes some oases where oertainty is necessary,

on contract of Which he sB3s:

:'Ll:)llg

them

e.n-

Be
Do

case

ttThe end to be attained in the de'9'\ll-

opment of the Law of contracts is the supremacy, not

o~

some hyp0-

thetical, 1magixlary wil.l, apart from external manif'esiiatioDS, bu"

of wUJ. outwardly revealed in the spoken or the written w'ord.

The

108s to bUSiness vouJ.d in the long run be greater than the gaia i t

the judges were clothed with power to revise as well as to inter-

pret_"'4

Here, then, the judge promotes the social interest by

maintain, ng unif'ormit1 and certainty.

34 Ibid. t 111.
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Oardozo then treats the funotion of law.

He ooncludes that

funotion is to some extent coextensive with end; 1.e., he thinks
one can tell whether law is performing its proper function by considering the ends that la.w endeavors to attain.

The judge, how-

ever, does not frequentlY ask himself how well or ill a rule works.
Enough for him if the rule exists and can be applied to case. before him.

For Cardozo, then, it is the work of social soience to

test whether or not a. law is working well.
The method of sooiology emphasizes both end and function in
law; for the method of soc10logy is the method to be used by the
judge when the other methods of philosophy" history, and ous't;oa

faU to seow:e the larger end--the weltare of sooiety.

Edwin Pat-

terson notes that the method ot sociology desoribed by Oardozo was
an "appeal to equity in the Aristotelian. sene....

The judge

uses

the method of sociology to soften the rigors of the law by using
the prinoiples of equity.

But the judge cannot apply .quitable

prinoiples unless he knows the judicial and social consequenoes of
his ruling.

Oonsequently this method involves a knowledge of facts

beyond the immediate scope of law.

Oardozo is

1mpresee~

by

Justioe

Louis Brandeis' rulings as showing an awareness of faota beyond the
scope of lay.

Of Brandeis Oardoso says:

"A study ot the opinions

ot Hr. Justice Brandeis will prove an impressi..,.. lesson 111 the
capaoity of the law to refresh itself from extrinsic sources, and
thus Yitalise it. growth.

His opinions are replete with reterences

to 'the oontempora:l'7 conditions, social, industrial, and political,

:1
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of the community affected.'·'S Oardoso concludes that the method
01' sooio1ogy, by attending to the end and function of law, becomes

an instrument of social control through the working of the courts.
For Oardozo the philosophy of funotion is closely related to
the problem of the binding power of precedent.

If change in the

law is needed, 1t will be hampered to the extent that the rule of
stare decisis 18 stressed.

The judicial prooess alone, however, is

not able to make all the neoessary ohanges without aid from the
sooial soiences.

In Cardozots words:

"There are times when we can

learn whether a rule functions well or ill by oomparison with a
standard of justioe or equity, known, or oapable of belnB known. to
,

us all through a scrut1n7 at oonsoience or through. appeal to eve17daJ experience,

There are times when the manner 01' its funotioning

will be unknown without the reoorded observations, the oollected
facts and figures, the patient and systematic studies, of scientists and social workers.-,6 Law refreshed trom such extrinsio
sources represents the method ot sociology.

To the extent that

social needs may be gauged by these scienoes, social welfare Dla1'
be provided by the oourt working in cooperation with the social
soienoes.
The influence of philosophy, apart from a philosopb7 of law,
a180 affects the development of law.

".DJ,4., ll7.
'6~., 122-12'.

The judge on the bench should
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be aware of this influence of philosophy, and in the following
,assage Cardozo pOints out how important it is for the jurist to
be aware of such philosophical notions as pragmatism.
pragmatism Cardozo says:

Speaking of

"Its truth, if not genuine for the meta-

physician, is genuine at least for those whose thought must be
translated into action, who are not merely sOientists, but oraftsmen, and who must ever be satisfied with something 1.0SS than the
perfect and complete ideal.·'7 Questions of oausation, substance
~nd

identity. and the

metap~rzioal

implications in the law of busi-

ness corporations and juristic persons number among the areas
touched upon bY' philosophy in general.

The jurist or lall7er m8.7

begin to formulate his own philosophy of law or take that ot some
one else, but eventually the reflections of the jurist or lawyer
will. lead to a studY' of philosophy in general.

For Oardozo, legislatures are not a sufficient agency of
growth.

The judioial process with all its diffioulties and limita-

,

11,1

tions performs the indispeuable function ot suiting tbe law to a
diff'ioul. t case

in

order to promote the social ve1.fare.

,

He regards

the court as a group of professional men trained to do that York,
devoted wholly to interpret1ng the law as it is written or as 1"

exists in the preViOUS decisions.

The legislature 1s, for Cardozo,

a group ot men dedicated "part time" to drafting legislation,

,i

'7lllM., 127.

II
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amidst a number of other duties.

For the 1.egis1.ature, then, to

take the pl.ace of the creative function of the courts would be, in

Cardozo's words, "exchanging a process of trial and error at the
hands of judges who make it the business of their 1.1...s for apre-

cess of trial and error at the hands of a legislative oOMmittee who
will give it such spare momenta as they can .find amid multUe.rious

demands."'8 But one must not think that this is said only to disparage the legisl.atUl"e.
and praises its work.

"

He realizes the plight of the legislature
"Legislation," says Oardozo, "can eradicate

a cancer, right some h08X7 wrong, correct some establlshed eTU
which deties the feebler remedies, the distinctions and the fiotiona, familiar to the judicial prooess. u

'9

Yet the areat!".. aetior:

of judicial process is necessary as a principle of

srow'ih.

For no

amount at enlightene4 and zealous legislation will eYer tree the
judge from the duty of exercising his discretion when statute is
silent on the point in question, and the litigant stands before the
court seeking relief.

Ina.ction by the judge in such a case would

be, for Cardozo, an abuse of judicial discretion.
Oardozo points out the misconception prevalent among

l~.n

\

and lawyers that statute law makes up the largest bulk ot the law
governing the conduct of men.

38~., 1,,-1'4.
'9lllJA ., 134.

He expresses doubt on this point,
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and not•• also that much of the statute law is bull; upon a £cun4&tion of common law decisions.

Th1a observation is substantiated 111

nUlleroUB oodes and statutes down to the pre sen t dq.

So the l.qman

and the lawyer should see judic1al deoision as the basis tel" statute, and oreative funotlon as "the reserYation for ourselves ~.
j~geiJ of the same power ot oreation that butlt up the common lay

through ita exercise by the judges of the past.- 40

Oardcsc quotes with approval Ulp1an's definition of jurisprudence. 41 He oonoludes:
Perhaps cur little glimpse into. the ultimate, our peep together into the empyrean whence philosophy and law derive
their eternal essence, will fill you as 1t tills me with aometh1n& of a kindred faith. We shall be spared at least the
blunder ct thinking meanJ.,J cf cur oallinB. w. shal.l see tha1;
cur little parish has its Tistas that lie open to. the iD:tinite_
We shall know that the process of judging i8 a phase ot a never ending mcvement, and that scmething mcre 18 exaoted ct
those who. are to. play their part in it than imitative reproductien, the lifeless repet.i tieD ot. a mechanical routine. 42
In conclusion then, in this seccnd work. :I:he gr91!'tQ of the

lA'!, Oardozo

has added to. his conoept

of the meaning and genesi. ot. law.

ct. judicial process his Tiews

His def'ini tion ot. law is limi-

ted to a description ot. a prinoiple or rule of' law as it is used
in the discussion ot judicial process.

By no. means did he inten4

401ll.!1l_, 1'7.
41n..~., 141-142. .. Jurisprudence is the knowledge ot th1Dp
humau aiidCIivine, the soience cf the jut and the unjust.42.D.&,4_, 142-14,.
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thiS description to serve as a definition of law in gereral.

And

while he did acknowledge higher or broader uniform1 ties, norms of

right and justice to which lower or narrower uniformities must conform, he thought that the former should be termed law only in so

far as they are consistent with statute or decision.

Far from de-

nying that natural law exists, he admits its existence, but leaves
any study of it to the "statesman or the moralist."

It is thie

distinction, made by Cardozo, that seems to furnish us with an ad-

equate basia for the distinctlon between a methodological positiv-

ism that would not deny the possibility ot the existenoe ot a

na~

ral law, but \{ould question its practicality in the study ot a ver.y

complex science of pooitive lew, and an ontological pOSitivism that
would deny not

onJ~

the practicality but also the possibility of

the existence of a na.tural la.w at all.
Cardozo holds that to furnish law

'tfi th

a suffic» nt principle

of growth the judge must exercise the judicial I>roceas in its cre-

ative capacity \Ihen circumstanoes demand.

While he does not de-

spise the role of the legislature in the growth of the law, the
courts in his opinion must contribute to the growth and deTelopment
by the creative work of the judge in deciding cases.

Finally, the end for which law \'lorks is the social welfare,
and to determine whether the public and social welfare is being
served by law is the task of both courts and legislature alike.

To aid the court in determining whether a law is beneficial. to the
publiC, Cardozo would have both judge and legislature turn to the
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social sciences to test the oonolusions of law.
What had begun as a series of lectures in 1921, to elaborate
a method of deciding a. case on appeal, evolved gradually into a

more complete philosophy ot law.

At the very center of the devel-

opment of this philosophy of law is the hub from whioh the spokes

of his philosophy stem--his concept of the judicial process.

It

is in terms of judicial process that his philosophy must be read
ru~d

evaluated.

In the next chapter we will see how his concept ot

judicial process developed in his last book, T.h! Paradoxes of
Scien9~,

in

1932.

LeN

and in his address to the liew York State Bar AssociatiOll

CHAPTER IV

In 1928 Cardozo published his last philosophical writing, a
series of lectures given at Columbia University comprising the volume, The Paradoxes of Legal Science.

This book dealt with ques-

tions that were more metaphysical than those considered in his
earlier writings.

The questions of justice and its relation to

law, and morals in relation to law carried Cardozo

farthe~

into the

field of philosophical speculation than his earlier work on method,
growth. and development in law.

As in his earlier works, the

thought moves forward on two levels:

he deals with principles that

are general and applicable to a number of particular instances, and
he exemplifies these general prinCiples by the citation of cases
which were, for the most part, familiar to his audience.

The

stress in this book, however, seems to be upon the theoretical level as opposed to the practical.
has said:

In this regard, Edwin Patterson

"As he (Cardozo) became more the philosopher, he beoame

less the philosopher of law."l This remark is more in the nature
of an observation than a criticism, for the problems dealt with by
Cardozo in this book, i.e., justice, value, and morals, required a
Ipatterson t "Cardozo's Philosophy of Law," 75.
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more detaaned consideration than a strict and narrower philosophy
of law affords.

The matter treated in this last book controlled

to a large extent the form of exposition.

Though this was his last

writing on the philosophy of law, and perhaps his most comprehensive, it must be understood Ul the whole context of his work.
again he has as a point of departure the judicial process.
purpose of this chapter, then, will be to examine

Here

The

!h! Paradoxes !l!

Legal Scieno, to see how it amplifies and develops his conoept of

judicial process.

The last part of the chapter wil.l deal briefly

with the address he gave to the Bew York Bar Association in. 1932,
to measure its effect on his total. philosophy of law and his concept of judicial process.
Cardozo concerns himself at the outset with the judicial function in so far as it is creative and dynamic.

For him there is

little challenge or problem when judicial process is static and
imitative.

When the law in precedents 1s clear, the judge's role

1s reduced to an administrative function.

But where precedent i8

absent and analogies confliot, the judge must be guided in hi. oreative work by a philosophy if he is to achieve any degree ot oonsistency or fairness.
The events that w1ll give rise to the need for creative work
in the judicial function have their roots in problems basic to all
philosoph7. "The reoonciliati8H;" says Cardozo, "of the irreoonoil·
able, the merger of antitheses, the synthesis of opposites, these
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are the great problems of the law." 2

these problems of the philo-

sophy of law he recognizes as reflections of the more profound
problems of "rest and motion, the one and the many, the self and
the not-self, freedom and neceSSity, reality and appearance, the
absolute and the relative."'

The need of stability and uniformity

in law is met with the need for growth and development.
to prevail?

Which is

Part of the answer will be supplied by the judge per-

forming his judicial function by compromising between the extremes
of these antinomies.

But i f at times Oardozo' s statement of hi.

philosophy rings with relativism, it is not so beoause he sees
relativism, as Fuller has said, as an absolute in itself.
oompromise he suggests is a stop-gap method.
search is stated thus:

The

The real goal of his

"Until deeper insight is imparted to us, we

must be oontent with many a makeshift oompromise, with many a truth
that is approximate and relative, when we are yearning tor the absolute. tt4
Cardozo's study of the antinomies metnioned begins with that
of rest and motion whioh he identifies with stability and progress
in law.

In

~he

l§tlU'!

21 the JB4io;1!l Prgceas he had proposed the

method of philosophy or log1c as the method of certainty and sta~ility

,

for the judioial prooess, while the method of soc1010gy was

2fFadoxes, 4.
~ ••

4-5.
4~., 6.

'I
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proposed as the principle of growth.

Stability, rest, and oertain-

ty or inflexibility are opposed to progress, motion. and adaptability or fitness to an end, i.e"

to the social welfare.

One has

uniformity as its objective, while the other lends itself to development.

As Cardozo puts it:

"It we figure stability and progress

as opposite poles, then at one pole we have the maxim of stare

~

cilte and the method of decision by the tool of deductive logicJ at
the other we have the method which subordinates origins to ends.
The one emphasizes considerations of uniformity and symmetr,y, and
follows fundamental conoeptions to ultimate concl usiolll.

!he other

gives freer play to considerations ot equity and justice, and the
value to SOCiety of the interests affected. n5 In his opinion neither method should be used exclusiye!y. but both are to be used in
accordance with the needs of a particular case.
To understand Cardozo's development ot the

anttn~

of rest

and motion--or stability and progress--it is necessary to know what
approach to the problem he teed.

"At the outset," says Oardozo,

"there is need to delimit the subject matter of our study.

Our

ooncern is with the law as it is shaped by tbe judicial process.-'
His remarks then will have significance tor the 1ield at philosophy

ot law only in so tar as they illuminate or reveal his concept of
the judicial process..

Nothing more pretentious was intended b7
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Cardozo.

Bothing more should be expeoted.

His concer.n, as always,

is with that distinot minority of oases that deal with the gap in
law where legislation is si1ent and preoedent absent.

In this book

he o1ar1fies his oonoept of judicial prooess by showing its relation to justioe, values, and other ethioal considerations.
As he observes society changing and inconstant, Cardozo also
notes law changing to meet the needs of the time.

The progress

in law is not between fued points, but between changinB ones, and

this ,.oTokes Oardozo' 8 remark about the
relativity in the law;

\B

e that can be made of

"Ve render judgment by establishing a rela-

tion between moving objects--moving at different speeds and in different direotione.

If we fix the relation between them upon the

assumption that they are stat10nar.J. the result will often be to
exaggerate the distanoe.

True consistenoy cona1ats in fitting our

statement of the relation to the new position of the objects and
the new interval between them. rt 7 Cardozo' 8 position advocating
relativity

in

law would be totally inadmissible if there were no

stable base upon which to predicate the relativity.

For relativism

as a form of positiVism i8 inconsistent with a sound philosopQJ of
law in

80

far as it denies

~

re1at10n to a system of values. and

re1ies exclusively on power as the ult±g ratio behind the 1&w.
Cardozo does not advocate such a position.

Furthermore, it is

olear from his stress upon the plaoe of values in law that Cardozo

7ll!!Q.., 12.

7'

cannot be numbered among any schoo1 of positiVistic relatiV1sm.

On the contrary, Cardozo's conoern with the place ot morals

the

in

philosophy of law 18 so significant as to be a distinguishing oharacteristic of his whole philosophy ot law. 8
Oardozo next uses cases to point up the neoessity for relating
la.w to the newly created demands of business usage and custom.. He
sees in judicial process the inherent energy needed to bring about
the change.-

fhis position does not' differ much tram his tormer

position that viewed judicial process as one ot the proper tools
to bring about in law a development or growth which would tit the
growing needs of sooiet7.-

What he spoke ot betore in terms of

growth and development, he now speaks ot in terms of relatiVity.

It seems in reali.t1' but another aspeot of the same probl.m.
In add! tion to the changes in business usages and oustoms,

Cardozo notes the ohanges in the realm. of morals.

Manners and cus-

toms he regards as a source of law and also as a source of morals.
He notes the pressure of SOCiety exerted not only upon the individual, but also upon the judge.

"the pressure of 800:18t7,"

S8.78

Car-

dozo, "invests new forms of conduct in the minds of the multitude
with the sanction at moral obligation, and the same pressure working

upon the mind of the judge invea"s them finally through his

action with the sanction of ~aw."9

To illustrate the movement of

a,at&!h 108, ParadoD!, 42, 48, 57.

9;garad9Uflh 18.
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judge-made law in accord with

the"~OF!I"

amples fram the law of domestio relations.

of the tine he uses exfhough any sort of rel-

ativism in the field of moralS has a potential for harm that is unlimited, we a.re conoerned not with relativism in gem ral, but with
Cardozo's thought on the matter.

Careful attention to the ca.ses

oited by Cardozo reveals that the judge •• deciSion in each had the

effect of rMeing the standard previously embodied in the pncedent.

Here is the judge perform.:lns his creative function, and.

viith it, raiSing the level of prevailing conduct.

It the previous

decisions gave approval to oonduot now seen by the judge as substandard, the judge is not powerless to reotify that deoision.
Thus, the new reading of the "mores" i8 of a standard changed by
the people themselves, or the Judge's reading ot a moral standard

beyond that of the crowd.

What is important here i8 Oardozo's in-

sistence th.at law ha.ve a high moral content as it is interpreted
by the judge in those deoisions which are oreative and dynamic.

This oonViction in his extra-judicial writings found some of it.
most eloquent expression in Cardozo's judicial de01610ns. 10

8:t:m,

l<1l~S l:,.
164 K. E • 545 (1928), was a boase in .. _
which Me
. and S
on were part ners in opera't1ng a usiness,u,t.
a building leased by them. The lease was about to end and with it
the joint adventure of the two. Salmon secretly seoured trom the
landlord a renewal ot the lease in his eVIl name alone. "He tried,"
says Judge Cardozo, "to steal a march on his comrade under cover ot
darkness and then hold the captured ground." But the court held
that Salmon must hold the renewed lease for the benefit of Heinbard
as well as himself. In Cardozo t swords:
"Joint adventurers like copartners owe to one another, while
the enterprise oontinues, the duty of the finest loyalty. Those
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Cardozo oonsiders the means of progress in law through judicuu
decision a compromise between idealism and positivism.

Be does not

agree with Morris Cohen that idealism in law is losing favor, but
he feels that jurists suoh as Glny of France and Stammler of Germany h2.ve brought idealism out into the open. 1l From the quotes of
Stammler used by Cardozo, he seems to understand idealism as an expresaion of the
is attained. n12

It

of positive law.

just law, the law, that is to sa:y, lfhereby juatice

With Stemmler he sees just law as a subd1T1sion
This concept of just law is to guide the judge

when the positive law directs him either explicitly or implicitlY.
Oardozo's notion of the just law atands out even more clearly
in his treatment of justice itself.

He examines the notion of jus-

tice because it has a place in the growth and development of law,
and he specifies the justice he seeks by quoting a statement he had
made in his book,

~

growth

.2! the

Law;

"What we are seeking is

forms ot conduct permissible in a llOrk-a-day world for those acting
at arm·s length are forbidden to those bound by fiduciary ties. A
trustee is held to something stricter than the morale of the market
place. Not honesty alone but the punctilio of an honor the most
sensitive, is then the standard of behavior. As to this there has
developed a tradition that i8 unbending and inveterate. Uncompromising rigidity has been the attitude ot equity when petitioned to
undermine the rule of undivided loyalty by the ·disintegrating eroSion- of particular exceptions. Only thus has the level of conduot
for fiducial'ies been kept at a higher level tl~ that trodden by
~;he crowd.
It will not be consoiously lowered by any judgment of
-"llis court. It
llparadoxes, 27.
12Ibid • t 26.

,II

lilll
il"

i i

,I

Iii

! '
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not merely the justice that one receives when his rights and dutiea
are determined by the law as it is, vlhet we are seeking 1.3 the justice to whioh law in its making should conform."l'

Re notes brief-

ly S·tammlerts diohotomy between the law of justice and. the law of

mora.lity. and reoognizes as Xant1an the 1:)ooi tioD in ',,;hidl m.oral! ty

is concerned with the I)ur1 ty of the will, whereas the just law oon-

cerns acts •

At the other extreme he sees the school of English

neo-realists who hold goodness to be an
8ubaiat:ing ent1t7_

ultiL~te

and objectively

Both of these pOSitions he rejeots.

he desoribes justice in a

mann~r

In3tead,

similar to that of Bana Vaihingor.

Oardozo sees the quasi-oontract, the adopted child. and the oon-

struotive trust as legituruate usee of !lctlona. 14 But Oardozo also
has in mind a subtler :fiction used in laY:

"As political economy

has its eoonomic man, so jurisprudence has its reasonable roan, its
negligent man, and, what i8 more in point for us jUBt
al man. "15

1:1 oW' ,

1ts

i.110r-

For law the jural pattern ot values 18 the conduct ot a
I

man viewed "as it" he were endowed with the noI'1!la.l ,owers of ,,,1:.1
:11

and understanding.

That 113 what

law' 8 reasona.ble prudent man.
ceives

B,s

CardOISO

sees as the conduct of the

It remairl8 to aee what Cardozo con-

the norm for determining *normal powers of will and un-

derstanding."

1,.DJr4_. 31.
14l.'U4_, 34.
15DJA.

Quoting Gro\:'~h, 87.

,I
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Justice considered as a jural norm 1s defined thus by Cardozo:
"I hold it for BIT part to be so much of moral.ity as jurist:1o though1
discovers to be w1sely and eff1ciently enforceable by the aid of
jural sanotions.· l6 In proposing this he reslleea that there i8 an
unoertainty involved.

If law accepts as a standard the morallty of

the community lt regulates, there is no guaranty that the conduct
will be uniform from group to group within the oommunity.

When

such a confliot arisee, the law "will follow, or atrive to follow,
the principle and practioe of the men and women ,of the community
whom the aocial mind would rank as intelligent and virtuous_"17
Aooording to Oardozo justioe as a. jural norm is not a fixed phase
of all moral conduct in a particular al tuation.
standard which defines legal justioe is flexible..

For Cardozo the
"It is so much

of morality,· he says, lias the thought and practice of a given
epoch shall conceive to be appropriately invested with a legal
sanction, and thereby marked off from morality' in gemral .. "18 With
this standard he sees the possibility of duties, formerlJ considered only as moral, being translated into law and invested with the
sanotion of the power of SOCiety.
in

Perhaps Oardozo waS too sanguine

his opinion that law would translate the moral norm to the jural

nor.m, but there is no reason to condemn his effort to propose a

l6~b1d., 35.
17l.2J4. t 37.
18;g,id., 42.
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higher moral. content in the law.

In his first work,

~

Batura

9l.

the Judicial Process, he had lamented the dissociation ot justice
and morals from law as breeding distrust of law.

that same theme in his other writings.

He later devel.opa

In Oardozo' s opinion the

judge as well as the legislature has the power and duty to deolare
when the "norms and standards of behavior and opinion haTe become
80

organized through the forces of custom or of morale as to have

become translated into 1aw."19

This function of the judge is an

easential part in Oardozo'a concept of the judioial prooess.
In ur'ina the judge t s right and duty to read the ftaocial mind"

Oardozo disavowed any desire to tmp1icate himself in the dispute
waged concerning the term "social mind."

"Let it stand," say.

Cardozo, "for nothing more than the organ or organs. whether they
be mult lple or unitary t out of which public opinion is read as a
product.,,20 So Cardozo reads pub11c opinion from a variety of
sources, and over a sufficient period of time to enable the judge
to see a strong and preponderant opinion, one not based upon the
predisposition or whim ot a certain judge.

Although he admits the

diffioulty inherent in such an undertaking, he teels strongly that
the judge has a duty to read the social. mind just as the le.islator
must.
!ho~h

Oardozo has dealt solely with justice in speaking of

19Ibid ., 48.
20~., 50.

»
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jural norms, he envisions justioe as part ot a larger branch of

study--the study of

in the
social mind, moral, economic, educational, and aesthetic values. 21
va~ues

in

genera.l.--ax1ology.

He finds

And justice or moral value is only one of several values that one
must locate in the total scheme of values.

In all this he does not

fail to see the danger of subjectivism lurking in the judge's reading

of the social mind.

One might have a false set of values.

When legislation, therefore, furnishes no guide to the judge for
appraisal of values, the judge should endeavor to read the value.
as revealed in the minds of others, as objectively as possible. and.
this failing, he is to turn wi thin himself.
certainty of determining values in this way.

He is aware of the un-

lIe suggests as

8.

gen-

eral. rule, however, that "where confliot exists, moral. values are
to be preferred to economio, and eoonomic to aesthetio.· 22 His
contribution to legal philosophy in this area of values is more the
pointin& up ot needs than the furniehinB of solutions.

Of the im-

pact of Cardozo's writing on this matter ot values. Edwin Patterson
has this to say:

"His ohief' oontribution to the phll.osophy of laY

Was that, as judge ot the highest court of the leading camaere1al
state ot a bUSiness-minded nation, he brought the articulation of
21~., 54.
22l.!U! •• 57.
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values into his juristio writings and judioial opinions.

He not

only made explicit the problems of value implicit in legal dootrines; he also showed how making them explicit made the judge more

; !

oonsoious and more worthy of his function. and made the judicial

prooess an instrument of legal adaptlon and not merely the sterile
logomaoby of a professional technique."2, One might differ with
Oardozo on the method to be used in the appraisal. of values. or on

the method of judioial prooess in general. but there oan be little
dispute ooncerning the propriety of the end for which the process
is articulated.
Oardozo does not want to stress the fluidity ot Jaw to the exclusion of stability.

The desired end in aome areas of law uuq be

achieved. by deveJ.oping some fundamental conceptions to the 11m!t at
their J.ogio.

The law of negotiable instruments exemplifies thie.

Personal sentiment of the judge 1s likewise to be avoided.
In Oardozo's words:

tiThe tendency of pr1nciple and rule to conform

to moral standards, • • • 119 not to be confounded with the .upen-

sion of all principle and rule and the substitution of aentiaeat
or un.regul.ated beneTolence, which, pushed to an extreme, 1s the

negation of all 1aw."24 The mean for him is Bomewhere between the
extremes ot unregulated beneyolenoe and too rigid adherenoe to the
2'patterson, "Oardozo'. Phi1osoph3" ot Law," 165-166.
24patag.oxe"

68.

I
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decisions of the past.

But the judge cannot simply and automatical

13' compromise between one extreme and the other, tor many time. one
of the extremes will yield the desired course of action.

For Car-

dozo, the judge's role is to balance, compromise, and adjust the
social interests based upon his reading of the social mind.

Cardozo next examines the apparent antinomy between liberty
and government in law.

Liberty in its most liberal sense would be

for him a "negation of law. for law is restraint, and the absence

ot restraint is

auarch;y."

So again there is a paradox--libertl' is

possible only where there is government among members ot society.
The legislative branch of gOTerument defines in broadest outline
the 11m!ts of. the liberty of its oitizens.

This done, the task ot

r

the legislature is complete, exoept in so far as the tund.a.mental
provisions are made more specific.

The legislature is incapable

ot

then judging whether the very statutes and constitutional provisiona by which they sought to inSure liberty to an individual are
in fact effeotive.

This is the task of the courts.

examines oases in public law to see
judici~l

~eg1S1ature,

tice.

judges have exercised the

process to define what liberty 1s in a particular case.

Judioial decision by

or

hOW

Cardozo then.

appe~late

courts, unaided by lower oourt

is ilot the only means of seouring individual jus-

Oardozo approves of a case in which, because of 1n8u:tficient

information upon which to predicate a decision, the court remanded
a case to the trial court for further investigation and reports.
This is the type of interaction between courts that insures a more

I
I
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enlightened judgment.

The statu". in question in the oase retained

its presumption of validity.

In such a case Cardozo freely admits

the legislature is in a better pOSition to attain the
through its act1on.

In his words:

uLT7he

j~ot

result

very need for such in-

quiry is warning that in default of full disclosure of t:.e facts,

there should be submission, readier than has sometimes been acoorded, to tile judgment of the

~awmakers.

The prasumpt10n of va-

lidity should be more than a piOUS formula, to be sanctimoniously

repeated at the opening of an opinion and forgotten at the end. u25

The full picture of Oardozo's conoept of the judioiaJ. prooess, reveals, therefore, its limitations and its weaknesses.
In this same vein, Cardozo warns against the danger of prepos-

sessions on the part of the judge performing the judicial funotion.
Speaking of these prepossessions of the judge he eays:
ness 1s inherent in the judioial process.

"The weak-

The important thing,

however, is to rid our prepossessions, so far as mal be, of what
1s merely individual or personal, to detach them. in a meas'U.J.'e from
ourselves, to build them, not upon instinctive or intuitive l1kes
and dislikes, but upon an informed and

~iberal

oulture, a knowledge

of the best that has been thoUBht and said in the world, so far as
the best has relation to the social problem to be sOlTed.,,26
this statement Cardozo's ooncept of the judicial process had
25101d ., ~25.

26.I9JJi., 127.

With

8'
reached its fullness of development.

Nothing he would sa3" or writ.

after 1928. would substantially alter his thoughts as they were
developed at that time.

But Cardozo did make an address to the New

York State Bar Association in 1932, in which he reaffirmed his post
tion on the judicial process.
Some might find it curious that a man .:10 in 1932, was Chief

Judge of the New York Court of Appeals, and, to all appeara..."l08s.
the most likely prospeot for appointment to the vacancy

ti.lcn

ex-

isting on the bench of the United states Supreme Court, would make
a public address reiterating and defending a policy of free judi-

cial decision.

Ambition for that appointment would have counselled

at least a less publio utterance of his judioial philosoph:r.

By

1932, there should have been no doubt in the minds of the members
of the legal profession that Cardozo frankly avowed a judicial pro-

oess that inoluded. a freedom of decision extending in oa.se of neoessity to judioial legislation.

There seamed little need, then,

for his reiteration unless it was to clarify his position, or be-

cause he was in danger of being misunderstood, or because he had
been attacked for his position.
t~lis

It seems likely that Cardozo made

address simply- to clarity and defend his own position. not to

draw at-';ention to himself as e. prospeotive appointee to the Supreme

Court.
Patterson suggests that the address given in New York was in
part a reply to the critici_ made ot Cardoso by Jerome Frank in

his book, Lgpi

~

.w. Hgdtm Mind.

Frank, speaking of Cardozo in

1930, had said:

"Oardozo, it would seem, has reaohed adult emo-

tional stature.

Unlike some other thinkers we have discussed, he

is able to contemplate without fear a publio whioh shall know what
he knows.

.And yet, surpriSingly, he is not ready to abandon en-

tirely the anoient dream.

Just because he is bravely candid, just

because he strives to do aWEq with myth-making, unusual significance is to be attached to his backward glances, his admissions of
a reluctance to forego altogether a yearning for an absolute and

eternal legal system ... 27 True., Cardozo did not back down trom his
statement ot a "yearning for the absolute," but he devotes most of
the address to stating his position on the judicial process as opposed to the pOSition advocated by men suCh as Oliphant, Lle.ellyn,
and Frank.
These men were styled by Cardozo "neo-realists," tor he regarded such men as Jhering and Savigny' of Germany, and Pound and
Holmes of this oountr" the original realists.

The philosophy of

the neo-realists signif!ed tor Cardozo "the exaltation ot what is
done by a judge as oontrased with what is 8aid ... 28 In other words,
for the neo-realists, aotions speak louder than words.
some of the neo-realists words do not speak at all.

Inde.d, tor

For them. prin-

oiples and rules and concepts are but tentative explanations ot the
implioations of an aotual decision.

To Cardozo this post tion 18

27Jerome Frank,1&!:. .waS. the MQderJ\ ~ (New York, 19,0), pp.
237-238.
28Address,. 269.
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not new; it is merely an eoho ot Benthamts conwent on Blaokstone's
Commentaries which saw individual. judioial deoisions as aots ot
authorit)"_

This, for Oardozo, is no more than an overstressed em-

phasis of the dootrine of stare decisis, whioh gives to each decision exaggerated importance.

But in so far as the stress of atm

declsy shows each individual decision to be an approach reminding
WI

that preoedents must be modified, and

extent, the stress is good.

some

abandoned, to that

To the extent that the nea-realists'

position would render order and symmetry impossible in the judioial
prooess, Oardozo oondemns it.

I;il

The problem that the neo-realists faoe is

two-fol~

First

they must determine whether the lay embodied in the precedents is
generative, that is, whether the rules and principles embodIed in
the deoisions have the ability to perpetuate themselves and thus
bring order and oertalnt, to the whole body of judioial decision.
The other problem is to determine what efficacy should

~e

given to

the rule of star! decl!!I, and whether it should be allowed to
stifle progress in an area of law by sacrificing tlex1bll1t7 for
too strict rigidity.

Oardozo takes his stand against granting an

exaggerated importance to stare decisis.

He sees that if law 1s

defined solely in terms ot judioial deoision, then, as he sa14 bet ore,

"law never is. but is always about to be."

To avoid such a

narrow conception of law Oardozo reaffirms and amplifIes his conception of law:
Now, personally I prefer to give the label law to a much
larger assembly of social facts than would have that label
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affixed to them by neo-realists.

I find lying atrOUDd loose,

Ca..~OZOt

ill

"r-

and rea47 to be embodied 1n1;o a judpent QQ~1y.iQ.Imlt.
mgtll ~
gl1& to be practiaed by a j. ge, a v8.8tciOnomeratIOn 0 principles and rules ·and owtoma and usage. and
moralities. It ~.m..I.Q. ,a~bl1aAlt al to justify a prediction w1 th rGailCiiia"ble c.riain,~ that hey will have the back...
ing ot the courts in the event that their Southorit,. is challenged, I say they a.re law t though I . . not dlsl2QSed to quarrel
with others who would call them something als•• z~

but here,
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therefore, speaks of law

terms of predictability,

elsewhere. his llotion of lay allows for law axis t1llg

separate from, and independently of, :positive enactment or adjudication by leg1s1a·tive or judioial bodies.

His ooncept of judicial

proc;:eos incl:udes the power ot the judge to .1noor:yorata

~ithln

his

own ru.ling, principles. rule-a, Quutoms, and moral.1ties that have a

ooeroive power independentlY of and

ant~oedeAt

to the deolaration

of the ju.d.Ge. 30 when Oardozo Sl),~aka 0-£ law in teI".lnS at seleotion
by the judb"9, such law must have ali 'lx1atenoe :pr1or to and apart

from the ruling o:.f the jl.l.dge.

W.1th()ut thiS pi."ior existenoe, 'i;he

rule enunoiated by the judga \1ould have to be said to be law only
in terms of the judge t 8 'J:'ij7,lug.
c

'but juridiaal positiVism.

Such a poa1tion would be nothing

There seams to be 1)lac8. however, 1n

Cardozo's ooncept of the ju4ioial proo6so far a methodological poe-

1tivism

.a8

distinct trom an. ontolog1oal pOll1t1vism.

Cardoso then outl.i.nes his position as it 13

c~ntrasted

that of the neo-realiSts =

29Ie14., 276•

,os••

Italios not in original.

Nature. 1.27

.t1

aa.' qrowth,

31.!1.§§£.

with
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I dissent from the neo-realists in their depreoiation at order

and oertainty and rational ooherence as merely negligib1e
goods, i t depreciation so extreme is of the essenoe of their
teaohing. On the other mnd, I am wholly one with them in
thGir inSistence that the virtues of aymmetr,y and coherence
can be purchased at too high a prioe; that law is a means to
an end, and not an end in itself; and that it is more import~~t to make it consistent with what men and women really and
truly believe and do than lfhat judges may at times have said
in an attempt to~~xplain and rationalize the things they have
done themselves.J~

He then leaves it to the nee-realists to eval.uate and name hia positioa.

But what stands out in his whole address 1s the scrupulous

effort to evaluate fairly the position of the realists, and to extraot &n1 good it

m~

oontain.

His

inte~eotual

integrity and

f~

ness were animating forces that showed neo-realism Within judioial

process in its proper light, thus forcing its proponents to reevaluate their own position.
Finally, Cardozo notes the mounting interest in judicial. pro-

cess both in this country and abroad.

Be comments brief17 on the

work similar to his own that is being done in EngJ.and" France,
GeX'lDanY and Poland.

In t.uose countries he reoognizes a grow1DC in-

terest and awareness by jurists and phUosophers of the

prob~.m

oreated by the need for a judioial process that views the end of
laW' as controlling, and the judge t s creative funotion as a neces-

sary factor in shaping the J.aw to that end.
In oonolusion, then, in his last work, The la;x:a.doxes of, Leal

I.s.cienoe, Cardozo deals with the antinomies that are apparent ill law,
,IAddress, 292.

as
1.e., rest and motion, stability and progress, liberty and gavernment, etc.

He regards judicial process as capable of effecting a

compromise or concordance between these antinomies.

The place of

justice in the field of law is examined extensively in an attempt
to define more clearly what the justice is to which law in the making should conform.

This brings him to the use of tat fiction in

law of the "reasonable prudent man" whose actions when considered
objectively would constitute a jural norm.

He stresses the need

tor an association of justice and morality with law.

To amplify

these notions he treats the realm of value in general and concludes
that moral values are to be preferred to eoonomio and aesthetio
values in decision of cases.

Interaction of appeal courts with

lower courts and legislatures is encouraged.

The weaknesses and

limitations of the judicial process are pointed out, and oredit is
given to the legislatures tor the important work they do.
In the address given to the New York Bar ASSOCiation, Cardoso
reaffirms his concept of the judicial process as creatiTe in part,
but distinguishes his position from that of the neo-realists of the
time.

He examines and points out the weaknesses of thought in the

doctrine of neo-realism, warning against the danger of restricting
the notion of law to judicial decision alone.

He notes brietl.y the

similar work being done by jurists and philosophers on the elaboration ot the judicial process in other countries.
It reamins in the final and

concludll~

chapter to enumerate

the distinguishing characteristios ot Cardozo's concept of
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judioial prooess, and to evaluate his oontribution to legal philosophy in the light of his work on this concept.

CHA:PTER V

OONOLUSION
What began as analysis now ends as synthesis.

The character-

istics contained in Cardozo's concept of judicial process are many
and distinct.

The more important ones must be selected to furnish

a basis for evaluating the contribution he made to legal philosophy
by his work in explaining this process.

Like any other process the judicia.l process that Cardozo explains will not be a simple concept; rather, it will be a description of an ongoing aot or oombination of acts that conduce to a
certain and definite end.

This desoription will issue in no nea.t

and concise definition; and some of the elements of this process
will be repeated, for many of its features stress the use of the
same power to attain different objectives, though all these features are olosely related to each other in the total process.

.A.

thorough analysis of any of the essential features of judicial process will neoessarily include the relation that such a feature baa
to the whole process.
First. judicial process is a method of free decision or
regherche sciept.t:L9YJ" as it was called by Prangois aJD7.

-libre

This

free decision is the common-law as interpreted by a judge in

8.

case where statute or constitution are silent and precedent a.bsent.
90

'I
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In this sense, free deoision fills the gap in the

jus

Icriptum, but

it is balanced by stare decisis as at least an eve17dlQ' working
rule.

Free decision also gives a partial explanation of the phrase

"judge-made law."

For the judicial process is more than a desorip-

tion of the merely statio, imitative. and adm1nistratiTe function
of the judge applYing an existing rule or principle to a case before him for decision.
Secondly, judicial process is both scienoe and art.

The judge

must first turn to statutes and preoedents to extract the underlying principle, the ratio deo.dend1J then he must determtne the path

or direction along whioh the principle is to move or develop.

As

the extraction of the underlying prinoiple or rule implie s a science, the application of that prinoiple to a case implies an art.
Although Oardozo's emphasiS is on the latter of the two aspects of
judioial process, his concept of the whole process invo1T$d both
elements of science and art.
Thirdly, judicial prooess is a methodology for applying the
prinoip1e or rule of law to a case to be decided aocording to one
or more ot the four methods:

the method ot phil08oPh7 or 101'10,

the method ot history, the method of custom, and the method ot sociology.

The emphasiS here is placed on the faot that judio1al

process is a method; in other words, Cardozo·s view of the judicial
process was radically struotural rather than oontentual both in ita
origin and development.

!hie conoept of judicial process as a

methodology greatlf influenced his notion on the question of
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natural law or the meaning and genesis of la.w.

For Oardozo t s al-

most exclusive concern with method undoubtedly influenced his decision to leave the more basic and fundamental questions of natural
or moral law to "the statesman and the moralist."
,

Fourthly, judicial process insures to law in general a high
moral content.

Oardozo freely admits that the judge must be ob-

jective in rendering his decisions.
of personal. whim or caprice.

There must be no mark or trace

This does not mean, however, that the

judge is powerless to raise the level of the prevailing standard of
conduct.

And thoU8h the judge must be controlled by an objective

standard, he should not be forbidden to take the initiative when
either failure to aot or resort to the legislature would leave the
threatened wrong unremedied or unchecked.
ing

This concern tor insur-

a high moral content in law will be treated more specifically

when we treat his notion of legal justice.
Fifthly, judicial process balances the use of the four methods
of deciSion in such a wa;s as to serve the social interests.

The

standard by which this balance is achieved is the same for the
judge as for the legislator--life itself.

In other words, the

judge should be guided or restrained by such things as the example

01" other judges, the spirit of law, and the examples of the members
~f

his own profession.

~rocess

Yet with all this as a guide the judicial

18 still creative, since creation consists in applying

prinoiples and rules of law or in chOOSing the method for applyiDg
these things; this means that law has an existenoe apart from its
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application by the judge.

Here again the methodoloQ of Cardozo

shows the struotural rather than the contentual approach to the
question of law in the judicial process.
Sixthly, judicial. process looks to social. welfare as an end
to measure the effeotiveness of law.

The four methods of decision

are not ends in themselves but means to the end of securing social
weUare.

Social welfare is measured by a judge f s experience of

life, his unders'tanding of the prevailing ca.l'lons of justice and
moralit1, and his study' of the social ::;;oie11oe8.

But for a given

oase, in default of objective standards furnished by the social
scienoes, the judge must be guided by his own set of values.

In

this Cardozo differ. from those positivists who would maintata that
in the

absenoe of an objective standard determined by the le«isla-

ture the judge is not free to decide a case using his own set

ot

values.
Seventbly, judicial process is an indispensable agency of
growth for law.

~hough

Cardozo admits that the majority of law

does and must come from the legislature, he denies that the legislature is a sufficient agency for the growth of law.

Central to

this notion is his insistenoe that the actual work ot legislating
occupies only part of the time for those members of our government
who act in the legislative branch. while the judiciary devotes full

time to the wolk of deoiding cases and diapens1.nc justice.

The

creative action of judioial process is, for Cardozo, a necessar,J
prinCiple of growth for law.
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Eighthly. judicial process insures legal

just~ce

which 1s "so

much of morality as the thought end practice of a. given epoch shaJ.l
conceive to be appropriately invested with a legal sanction, and
thereby marked off from mOrality in general."

In other words, Ca.r-

dozo's concept of the judioial process would have this process
transla:te a moral norm to e. jural norm.

With this, dut:ia s formerly

considered only as moral, ma;y be translated into law and invested

with the sanction of the power of society.

While Cardozo agrees

that the legislature can take steps to insure legal justlce, he
would maintain that legal justioe cannot be attained without the

aid of judicial process.
Uinthly, ju<.l.io1al prooess operates on a hieraroh7 o:t values.
In oases whare there are conflicting interests, the judge should

prefer moral to economio interests, and eoonomic to aesthetio in-

terests.

These values are to be read in the social mind--a phrase

sufficiently vague to resist telling def1nltion--but in the event
that the legislature has

~urniahed

no guide for the appraisal of

values, and the judge is unable to read the sooial m.1n1, the judge

is then to turn within himseltto determine these values..

It is in

this instance that the judge 1s to be guided by the hierarchy ot
values of the judicial procese.
Finally. judicial proeess must work closelY with

process.

1.g1s1ati~

This cooperation between legislature and judiciary

Wall

Cardozo's dream at the beginning of hie career as a judge; and it
furnished him with a topic for discourse on more than one of hi.

4 t
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frequen't speaking eD8&gemen'ta.

Indeed, he advocated and promoted

a plan for a m1nistry of justice that ooordinated the work ot the

I,i

judioial and legislative branches of the government of New York

II

State.

In hiS op1n1on. once a statute has been framed it must. if

its effeotiveness 18 not to be

UJU"eason.ab17

oientlJ general to be applicable in

m~

curtailed, be sutfi-

inStanoes.

It is then for

the court to determine in oonjunction with the leg18latU1"8, when a
given CUe falls within the purview of a statuto17 proVision.

Ju-

dioial process must, therefore, 1n8ure a close rapport with the
leg1s1ative branch it the work of either is to be effective.
It seems clear that Oardozo'. contribution to the field

ot

legal philosoph;r muet be measured in terms of hi. work em th.oOftcapt of judicial proces..

!h1. 11m1tat1on was urged by Oardoso

himself, and most of the evaluations of hiS work have been made in

these terms.

Certa1Jl wri tars, however, have not been oontent to

limit their criticism to Cardozo's expressed purpOM.

Some vouJ.d

value hiS work bY' Judging his w1"'1t1ng& as an attempt to state a

strict and complete ph1losophy of law.
purpose.

This 18 to misinterpret 11»

In the last anal.yela, Oardozo was a jurist and a judge-

not a philosopher.

It 18 tru.e that he stressed the need for a

philosophy as an aid to define the ends of law and to govern i te
applioation and growth.

Bu.t his a:S.m waa to examine onlY' one pro-

cesa to which the name "law" could be applied.

It see. possible.

therefore, to separate what he haa done on method from the tecbn1cal ImpllcatL:ns and consequenoes of h1s wnt1ngS when th1e work ia

,:1
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ent~re

viewed as an attempted philosophical analysis of the

field

of law.
That the force and vigor of most of Oardozo's thought and
writing should have centered on developing a method for judicial
review is by no mesne strange.

AS modern philosophy had been

ushered in by Descartes' search for a method ot developing a "scientific" philosophy, so contemporary philosophy has continued in
that same tradition.
I

A.nd if this is the spirit in which Fran£ois
I

I

Geny had written his Method! !'19terpretation !! souroes en drgil

pr~v! pOliti!,l Cardozo was by no means

a stranger to that work.
I

Indeed, even i f Cardozo had not been influenoed by Geny's work to
develOp

8

method of decision under the French Clvil Ood., there was

a strong enough pragmatiC strain ln Dewey's work (to which Oardozo
turned

80

frequent17) to encourage Oardozo to work sole13 within

the area of method rather than deal with the moral presuppositions

says:

~~D7 leaves little doubt as to his practical purpose when he

/\ "Jtsi suffisament, ce me semble, fait entendre, par c~ que
precede, que je me pla~ais lel sur le terrain de l'interpretation
~ pur droit posit!f; (lomaine du practicien, du magistrat, du jurisconsulte, de tous eeux qui ont • d'gager les solutions jurid.lct.ue.,
applicables, non pas ldealJnent .Qll :r:at*ip.t1!.l.!ement, mais, conca
.m.t1!1 .!1 Jm fait, au Questions que so event tes confllta liiii
te
humains. I'l"'S'f'ag.1t d f approfondlr 18 methode d t investigation, qUi
s'offre
elut. c1est-~d1re de distinguBr les procedes de reoherche
et d'etude, les mieux adapt's a cette mission de mise !B O!~dU
PQS.1,tM' qui est proprement la leur· " Franpois Geny,
_ --!trnretg(ioa .!1 sources .m droit Rri,vel uos1tif (Paris, 1
,
2nd ed., I, 14. Itallos not in original.

afI*t

a

FW
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of this process of judicial review.

Who more than Dewey would have

urged the oomplete dichotomy between the legal and the moral order?
But whether Cardozo was influenced by

GJny

or Dewey, the fact re-

mains that ultimately Cardozo united the moral. and the legal order,
and there at least he parts company with Dewey.
Onoe Cardozo had settled on the methods to be used in judicial.
review, his reflectiOns carried him deeper into the philosophioal
questions that

l~

beneath the surface of the methods themselves.

It was the method of sociology more than any other that brought
Cardozo to reflect on the ethical forces within the human Gaul,
for this was the method by which the judge exercised his powers of
equit7 to soften the rigors of law.

~his

was the method that af-

forded most scope for the creative function of judicial process.
But Cardozo realizes that there had to be some oriterioa to guide
the judge's choice of method. For this criterion Cardozo had to
develop a hierarchy of values for his own use in the event that the
legislature furnished no standard by Which to judge.
Some legal philosophers and jurists confronted wit h the need
for moral values in law have maintained that the moral and the
legal. order should move independently of one another; they insist
the d1oh.otomy is complete.

The reason they give for this

~.

that

the moral order governs the inner acts essentially related to oonvictions, while the legal order fixes only the rules for external
conduct.

Cardozo, however, believed that moral norms should be

translated or incorporated

~$o

jural. norms by the judicial process.
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This conviotion in his

extl~a-judioiaJ..

wri tinge was also expressed

vigorously and consistently in his own judicial opinions.. His conviction that moral values should be preferred to economic values,
"-

and economic to aesthetic, was one of the guides he set 'for deter"mining the limits of judicial :function

in

a situation where the

judge was expressing his creative funotion.

This wedding of moral

and legal orders in judicial process stands as one of Cardozo's
most significant contributions to the field ot

~odern

legal

ph1IoBopbJ'.

Drawn from all his writings, the conclusion is irrestible
that Cardozo did not deny the existence of natural law; that he did

not choose to treat natural law as a speoific part of judio1al process is equally clear.

JudiCial process was for Cardozo a method-

ology for judicial review within a system of human positive law
treated as a closed system, but not a closed system in the sense

that certain ethical elements of the moral order could not be subsumed under the notion of positive law.

What he meant to deny to

law in the ethical or moral sense was a practiCal effectiTenesa
superior to positive law.

This pOSition i8 reasonable when one

takes into account Cardozo's position a.s Chief Judge of the flew
York Oourt of Appeals.

For him judicial process

\'lEl.S

abo-.'\'all a

practical concept, and the burden of his thought and writing went
toward promoting a better understanding of this process.

What Oar-

dozo did do was to prepare the way for future wri t1n8 on j'ddicia.l

process in a more philosophical manner.

Now that Cardozo has give.
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suoh exoellent desoriptions of the process in all its subtleties,
the task of applying a natural law jurisprudence to the judicial
process is rendered infinitely easier.
In addition, the conoept of judicial prooess has been marked
off as a specific area of human positive law to
may be applied.

~,rhioh

the name law

This done, the way is clear to apply the ooncept

of judicial process to the many administrative processes in our
government having quasi-judicial functions.

He has. in fine, made

the concept simpler and more flexible.
Were one to look for any extensive writings on the subjeot ot
judicial process, research would reveal few sources.
the process is a hybrid.

In a sense

For not until our Federal Court system

was established by the Constitution and the Judiciar.y Act at 1789,
did the elaborate appeal system of our courts come into being.

Th.

states modeled their appellate systems largely on that of the Federal government.

And so the problem of judicial process never

really arose in this country until late in the development of jurisprudence and legal philosophy.

Before one can apply the pbilo-

sophy of any particular system to this process, it is of the
greatest importance to know preoisely the nature of the process
itself apart from legal philosophical oonclusions based on a
corpus of law to whioh the judicial process was alien.

It was

the geniUS of Cardozo to have analyzed this prooess in great detaiL
The fact that he Was a great judge would have won him a heartng an
that basis alone, but added to hiB judicial capabilities was a
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philoS9phioal bent that prompted his reflections on the process in
terms not only vf law but ph1l.osophy as well.
In an age wh-an natural. law jurisprudence is growing in impor-·
tance, legal philosophy would do well to analyze the probl.ems involved in judicial review in light of Cardozo's work on this concept.

That this

m~

happen seems not remote.

The very eminent

and respected political SCientist, Carl Brent Swisher, has recently
paid Cardozo's work high praise when in 1958, giving the James
Stokes Leotures on politics, he said:
Such illumination of the judicial process as the justices
provide is provided largely through their judioial. opinions,
which must be read in the light of the contexts of the particular cases and not treated as aloof discussion of great univ:~rsals.
Although a considerable minority of the justiDes
have written books of one kind or another and pub1ished articles on diverse subjects, the works of Justice Cardozo, written while he was Chief Judge of the New York Court of Appeals,
mark the only outstanding contribution to jurisprudential. anal.ysis. Even the monumental works of Justice StolS written
more than a century ago when our institutions were less well
defined than they now are, ware concerned much more .with show~
ing what the law was than with analysis of its inner content.
This praise coming from a man of Swisher's reputation twenty years
after Cardozo's death gives hope that Cardozo's work on judicial
p~oess

will be the basis for further syntheses of philosophy and

lav.

2Carl Brent Swisher. is!. Supreme Oourt .ill Mgdern RoAe (New
York, 1958), p. 169.
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